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PLUS!

BE INSPIRED by John Singer
Sargent’s watercolours at
Dulwich Picture Gallery

Paint
like a
pro 

l Summer’s here! Paint en plein air
l Try using your iPad or
smartphone for creative results

l Paint beach scenes in
watercolour
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PACKED WITH INSPIRATION FOR WATERCOLOURS, ACRYLICS, OILS & MORE!

with
Eileen Cooper
OBE RA

WATERCOLOUR
LANDSCAPES
Top tips on using bright
and neutral colours for
mood and depth

PORTRAITS 
IN OILS
How to achieve a
likeness and a strong
composition

CAPTURE
MOVEMENT
Use bold brushwork to
create impressions of
animals in motion
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For full details contact 01825 714310
art@spencerscott.co.uk  www.spencerscotttravel.com

Leisure Painter and The Artist magazines have been offering overseas painting holidays since 1990 led by renowned tutors. These holidays are organised by fully licensed
operator Spencer Scott Travel Services CAA ATOL 3471. Other holidays in 2017 include the Greek island of Symi with Hazel Soan, Amsterdam with Ken Howard OBE RA, Belgium
and Holland with Pamela Kay NEAC RBS RWS, southern Italy with Richard Pikesley PNEAC RWS, Vietnam with Peter Brown Hon RBA NEAC PS ROI RP, and India with Hazel Soan.  

Paint in Antibes and 
the Côte d’Azure
with Lachlan Goudie ROI

Reader holiday

Lachlan Goudie’s 
work has evolved from the Scottish
tradition of figurative painting, and
incorporates portraiture, still life and
landscape, with drama and colour
underpinning his work. He has won
numerous accolades including the
RSP prize at the Royal Glasgow
Institute of Fine Arts, the Norman
MacFarlane Prize at the Royal
Scottish Academy and the ROI Oil
Painters Award for young artists. He
regularly exhibits in major exhibitions
in London, Scotland and New York.
Lachlan is also a captivating
television presenter and art critic.   

Travel and hotel arrangements
Flights are from London Gatwick to Nice.
Accommodation is in an intimate 
13-bedroomed Provençal Mas (former
farmhouse) with a secluded garden and
swimming pool. 
It is conveniently located midway between

Antibes and Juan-Les-Pins. It is approximately
a ten-minute walk to Antibes old town and 
the beaches. Dinners are included and will 
be in a variety of local restaurants. An
accompanying travel escort will look after 
you, taking care of all the arrangements 
and assisting you with local transport.  

l Price per person £2,995
l Single room supplement £350
l Number of painters 10 to 12
l Fully inclusive except for lunches

Antibes and the Côte d’Azure
The special light, the wonderful warm
Mediterranean colours, an interesting
rocky coastline and the verdant
vegetation on the Cap d’Antibes and 
Cap Ferrat, as well as elegant villas and
the attractive fortified town of Antibes
set against a backdrop of the Alps have
appealed to artists over the years and
make the French Riviera one of Lachlan
Goudie’s favourite places to paint.  

The painting programme  
Each day will be spent painting on the Cap
d’Antibes using local buses for greater freedom
to access the many different painting locations.
There will be one day trip to Cap Ferrat to
sketch in the gardens of the Villas Ephrussi 
de Rothschild, Kérylos and fashionable
Beaulieu. Lachlan will encourage you to paint
every day and will assist students with an
organic approach to techniques. He is very
happy to show individuals how to resolve
problems and, where appropriate, he will do 
a demonstration, although there will be no
group demonstrations. Lachlan will be
sketching and working in gouache and
watercolour, but all media are welcome. This
painting holiday is ideal for intermediate and
more experienced students. You may choose 
to work alongside Lachlan or independently.   

September
16 to 23,

2017
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S
ummer is here, and with the warmer weather and longer days we also have key summer
events to enjoy, such as the annual Royal Academy Summer Exhibition, a highlight on
any art lover’s calendar. It’s certainly one of my favourite exhibitions for the simple fact
that it’s the only event of its kind where you can see such a massive variety of subject

matter, media, approaches, scale of work, and mix of internationally recognised artists and
aspiring amateur painters, all on show in one venue. You may question the judges’ decisions
and inclusion of some of the works that may not be to your taste, but I defy anyone not to find
works that will speak to their sensibilities amongst those displayed throughout the RA’s
esteemed galleries. With all this in mind, we were delighted when Eileen Cooper OBE, RA, this
year’s co-ordinator of the Summer Exhibition, took time out of her busy schedule to talk to us
about her own distinctive paintings and prints, featured on this month’s cover and on pages 12
to 15, as well as the behind-the-scenes planning and organisation of the show. As she says, this
year’s Summer Exhibition embodies all that is happening in the art world right now and offers
an inspirational day out for artists of all levels of skill and experience.
Another key event in the summer calendar, for music lovers especially, is Glastonbury Festival,

which you wouldn’t normally think of as a great location for an artist to set up an easel and
paint en plein air. So when Peter Brown mentioned he’d been given a ticket to the festival and
had painted there last year, I invited him to share his experiences and explain how he coped
with the mud and the crowds. His article on pages 16 to 18 makes fascinating reading and
highlights the absolute dedication and commitment of a passionate professional for whom
subject matter and painting opportunities exist everywhere.
Also an enthusiast for painting en plein air, Adebanji Alade discovered new subjects to paint

during a recent visit to York, providing insights into his choices and decisions in his article on
pages 21 to 23. Later on in this month’s issue, Glyn Macey’s demonstration of a seascape scene
inspired by Monet (pages 47 to 49), reminds us of the plein air ethos of Monet and his
contemporaries. It is a timely reminder of the origin of what was then a pioneering
development in the history of art, and which has left such a rich legacy for today’s artists.
Glyn’s chosen subject matter, Kynance Cove, also happens to be one of my favourite Cornish
locations. Continuing the theme of painting en plein air, Paul Weaver demonstrates how the
transparency of watercolour is perfect for capturing beach scenes full of summer life and
activity on location on pages 52 to 55. 
I hope the weather continues to encourage plenty of en plein air painting over the coming

months, and look forward to seeing you if you can make it to the Patchings Festival of Art, Craft
& Photography in July, where we will be presenting demonstrations in our marquee, and
showcasing the selected works in our annual The Artist open competition in the Barn Gallery.
We are also exhibiting work by the members of ten selected clubs in this year’s Art Club of the
Year competition (see pages 60 to 61 for details). The festival offers another fantastic day out
full of inspiration for practising artists - plenty of great things to look forward to this summer.

from the editor
WELCOME

Want to comment on something you’ve read, or seen?
Email me at theartistletters@tapc.co.uk, or visit our website at www.painters-online.co.uk/forum

Best wishes
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Let us know what you think at • theartistletters@tapc.co.uk • www.painters-online.co.uk/forum 
• www.facebook.com/paintersonline • twitter.com/artpublishing
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THIS MONTH’S COVER 

Sally Bulgin Publishing Editor

Eileen Cooper Til the Morning Comes,
oil on canvas, 481⁄4�601⁄4in
(122.5�153cm). See page 12
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IN CONVERSATION Susie Hodge
talks to Eileen Cooper about her
paintings, prints and her work as a
coordinator at this year’s Royal
Academy Summer Exhibition 

16 Glastonbury tales
MASTERCLASS Peter Brown takes
mud and crowds in his stride as he
paints at last summer’s Glastonbury
Festival

19 Charles Williams’
musings: Van Gogh

56 Sparkling light and loosely
defined forms
Susie Hodge reviews this must-see
exhibition of John Singer Sargent’s
watercolours at Dulwich Picture
Gallery

70 Adebanji Alade’s
motivational tips
Move with the right kind of people!

16 21

56
35 Portrait particulars

Juliet Wood reveals how she
tackles portraits in oil, and the
challenges that can surprise, as
she demonstrates a portrait of her
grandson

38 Painting the figure
Philip Tyler shows you how to
paint the figure alla-prima in oil
as you develop the skills you have
learned so far 

41 Animals in motion
Bold brushmarks and clean
colours are Marie Antoniou’s
hallmarks. Here she explains how
these qualities can help you to
create movement in wildlife
paintings

44 Wet paint and pixels
Martin Kinnear shares his
thoughts and methods for using
digital technology and says you
too should be embracing digital
artwork as a first step to a
traditional painting

47 Inspired by…Monet
Glyn Macey ends his current
series with a challenge to make a
painting inspired by Monet’s
plein-air ethic

PRACTICALS
21 Plein-air adventures

Adebanji Alade finds plenty of
interest in the city of York and shares
his tips on what to look for in urban
environments

24 Colour versus neutral
This month Paul Talbot-Greaves
shows you how to make and use
neutrals to create contrast and depth
in your work 

28 Focus on perspective
Hashim Akib demonstrates how to
apply perspective to make an
interesting composition when painting
cityscapes   

32 Jaxell Extra
Fine Artists’
Pastels
Richard Suckling
discovered that
these Jaxell
pastels give good
coverage when he put them to the test 
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41
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Bernard Dunstan RA
studied at Byam Shaw
School of Art and the
Slade School. He taught at
the Camberwell and Byam
Shaw Schools of Art
among others. He exhibits
widely including in the
annual exhibitions of the
NEAC, of which he is a
member, and RA. 

  
   

     
     

     
   

  

   
     

   
    

   
    

      
   

  
    

     
     

  
    

   
    

   
   

    
       

   
    

     
      

    
   

    

 

  

  

  

 

    

Jason Bowyer NEAC,
RP, PS
studied at Camberwell
School of Art and the
Royal Academy Schools.
He is the founder of the
NEAC Drawing School
and exhibits his work
widely.

David Curtis ROI,
RSMA
has won many awards
for his en plein air and
figurative paintings in
both oils and
watercolours. He has had
several books published
on his work as well as
DVD films, and exhibits
his work extensively.

Ken Howard OBE, RA
studied at Hornsey
School of Art and the
Royal College of Art. He
is a member of the
NEAC, ROI, RWS, RWA
and RBA. He exhibits
extensively and has
won numerous awards.

EDITORIAL CONSULTANTS

l Discover new ways to paint trees and foliage in
watercolour with Judi Whitton

l Follow Aine Divine and create a colourful flower
composition in mixed media 

l Capture the ebb and flow of the urban landscape
using expressive drawing techniques with David
Questa

l Paul Talbot-Greaves shows how to use warm and
cool colours to great effect in your landscape
paintings and sets your challenge for the month 

l Martin Kinnear considers the role of flat pattern
and atmospheric perspective in your oil paintings

l Adebanji Alade urges you to dream big!

Summer issue 2017 5artist

And much more!  Don’t miss out: our
August issue is on sale from July 14

NEXT MONTH
IN  

PLUS
l The A to Z of watercolour by Julie Collins: V is for

values   
l Liz Seward finds Caran d’Ache’s Museum Aquarelle

Pencils ideal for creating a still life with flowers 

PLUS

50 A modern canvas for professionals
Michele Del Campo is very impressed as he puts the new
Winsor & Newton Professional Cotton Canvas featuring
the Pro-Stretcher to the test

52 Beach scenes in watercolour
Watercolour is the perfect medium for capturing the light,
atmosphere and colours of the seaside, as Paul Weaver
demonstrates

59 A–Z of colour
U is for ultramarine blue, by Julie Collins

PRACTICALS

u IN CONVERSATION
Janet Kenyon, one of
the UK’s leading award-
winning watercolourists,
shares her techniques
and love of painting
cityscapes with Susie
Hodge 

u Summer’s here! 
Jo Quigley demonstrates
how to depict realistic
seascapes in acrylics using
a systematic approach 

6 Your views   9 The Art World   
63 Books & DVDs   65 Opportunities
66 Exhibitions

FEATURES

t Try Philip Tyler’s
suggestions and paint
striking contemporary
self-portraits

52

44
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Improved digital view
In December 2016 my husband and I
swopped to the digital edition of The
Artist. We miss the print edition, but not
the mail problems caused by industrial
action! We also value being able to stay
up to date as we travel from South Africa
to see our family in the UK and USA, and
tour elsewhere.
Although pensioners, our eyesight is still

good, albeit needing glasses. Our
electronic copy of the May 2017 issue
included the ‘Article View’ feature, which
made reading so much better on our
iPhones (latest models) and also a

6 www.painters-online.co.ukSummer issue 2017artist

Letters, emails and comments

YOUR
VIEWS

Subscribe at www.painters-online.co.uk or telephone 01580 763673
Become a fan on Facebook www.facebook.com/paintersonline
Follow us on Twitter @artpublishing

Email theartistletters@tapc.co.uk or write to The Editor,
The Artist, 63/65 High Street, Tenterden, Kent TN30 6BD

and Geoff Hunt’s tribulations painting en
plein air in ‘Sketching Aboard the Sea
Cloud’. These reminded me of a
wonderful day I, and 89 other artists,
had painting in the grounds of Windsor
Castle last summer. Armed with my
modest watercolours and a small stool, I
positioned myself in the shade of a tree,
with a fabulous view of the round tower.
I was joined by an artist whose painting
was coming along nicely when, to my
surprise, I noticed she had added, very
prominently in the foreground, a giant
rabbit and a couple of deer, which I
certainly hadn’t spotted. 
At the end of a glorious afternoon, I sat

back to consider my completed work
when a bird dropped its ‘lucky’ load
onto my painting. It proved quite tricky
to remove. However, it was a fabulous
day and the pop-up exhibition at the
end, with a deserved winner, was
fascinating. I hope I am lucky enough to
go again this year. 
Rosalind Russell, by email

Big relief
Having applied, and been turned down,
for The Big Painting Challenge, I have to
say the programme was not what I was
led to believe it would be about. I was
mightily relieved not to have been
selected when I saw the ‘hoops’ the
contestants had to go through. 
Entrants were somewhat left ‘hanging’

once they had started. It seemed to me
that the tutors, when on camera, were
reluctant to direct entrants by more
than very general prompts or gestures.
The challenges were hard for the time
allowed, especially those of capturing
the movement of dancers, painting on a
moving platform and an exacting
subject of buildings. The judges were
not always encouraging; Lachlan was, 
I thought, the more constructive and
helpful of the two. Although there was 
a worthy winner, it was like a ‘bake off’
and I would have liked to have seen a
competition to use materials that
contestants were not familiar with
instead of contriving to use hair in 
every picture.
Michael Oakes, by email

Poacher-turned-gamekeeper
In response to Ann-Monique Stellinga’s letter about delayed payment from
galleries in the June 2016 issue, it is sad that most artists have experienced such
dubious practice. I am now poacher-turned-gamekeeper and run my own gallery,
selling my work and that of 30 other esteemed colleagues. We let our artists know
as soon as we sell their work (indeed we are delighted to do so), and pay them as
soon as the customers’ payment is cleared – always within a week. This generates
trust and a happy working relationship. There is no reason not to pay promptly,
especially now it is all done with the click of a button.
Galleries should realise that they have a very good business model – they carry a

large stock of beautiful and valuable artwork, generally on a sale-or-return basis.
How many businesses would love to operate that way? That’s not to say that
selling art is easy, it’s not, but without artists’ work being held on trust, the gallery
owner has no business, and that should be remembered and respected.
Furthermore, many artists spend a lot of money hand-finishing their frames
themselves, or even more in having them hand-finished by a professional framer,
and it is disrespectful to damage them through carelessness whilst in the care of
galleries.
So, artists, if you’re not getting paid promptly, or your work is returned damaged,

my advice is get out of that gallery – there are others that will look after you and
your work, and the bad ones deserve to go out of business. Never be afraid to ask
upfront what the gallery policy is before committing to leaving work in their
care – you’re not being awkward, just professional, and if the gallery owner’s
answer is vague, beware!  
If you’re a gallery owner who doesn’t pay promptly, buck your ideas up; there’s

absolutely no excuse – artists are not second-class citizens!

Peter Barker, by email

This month’s star letter writer will receive a set of seven tubes of
Melanie Cambridge Artists’ Gouache plus a No. 4 and a No. 10
round synthetic brush, rrp approximately £45, courtesy of Melanie
Cambridge. More details at www.melaniecambridge.com, or
telephone 07970 432348.

significant improvement on our large
iPad. Pocketmags advised me this feature
is at your discretion. Do you plan to
introduce it?
Susan Applebee, by email

The Article View feature is now standard on
all our digital issues, thus giving all digital
readers an improved experience – Ed.

Plein-air painting day
I greatly enjoyed Charles Williams’ feature
on summer schools (June 2017 issue),
with the story of the strong-minded lady
artist who caused him so much worry,

XX STAR LETTER
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Cover Competition
2017

NOW OPEN FOR ENTRIES
Entry deadline Friday 7th July

visit our website for entry details and guidelines
artsupplies.co.uk/covercomp

Sponsored by

£250 worth of Winsor 
& Newton art materials 
to be won. 

Winning entry will 
feature on the cover of 
our new catalogue.

tapc-advert-covercomp17.indd   1 27/04/2017   11:22:31

ART IN THE ALGARVE

Call us on: 0203 287 7140 

Watercolour  •  Oil painting  •  Oil & Acrylic  •  Specialist courses

www.artinthealgarve.com

info@artinthealgarve.com

ART IN THE ALGARVE

Call us on: 0203 287 7140 

Watercolour  •  Oil painting  •  Oil & Acrylic  •  Specialist courses

www.artinthealgarve.com

info@artinthealgarve.com
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T H E  D R A W I N G S

BOOK NOW 1 Jun – 3 Sept 2017 
www.ashmolean.org 

ARTISTS’ 
VALUE 

BRUSHES
Available through a select group of stockists

www.artistsbrushes.co.uk
for full information on ranges, sets, prices. 

Great value! Big savings!
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NEWS, VIEWS, INFORMATION AND SPECIAL EVENTS IN THE ART WORLD
compiled by Deborah Wanstall

THE ART WORLD
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This summer’s exhibition at the Royal West of England
Academy explores how, for four hundred years, British
artists have recorded our ongoing fascination with wind
and flying creatures. Focus is placed on developments from
each of these four centuries, with works from Constable,
Turner, Ravilious and Paul Nash to contemporary artists

Peter Randall-Page, Liz Butler and Stephen Jacobson among
those represented.
Air: Visualising the Invisible in British Art 1768–2017 is
at Royal West of England Academy, Queen’s Road, Bristol
BS8 1PX until September 3. Admission is £6.95, concessions
£4.95. Telephone 0117 973 5129; www.rwa.org.uk

As seen in the skies
p E W Cocks Balloon Over Cliffs, Dover, Kent, 1840, oil on canvas, 191⁄4�161⁄4in (49�41cm)
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EDITOR’S GALLERY CHOICE

t Karolina Gacke Geraniums, acrylic on board, 113⁄4�93⁄4in (30�25cm).  On show in
our online gallery at www.painters-online.co.uk

p Niggy Dowler Dancing Dumbledores, oil
on canvas, 93⁄4�24in (30�61cm), on show in
Wildlife Artist of the Year at the Mall Galleries

www.painters-online.co.uk To upload images of your own work and receive valuable feedback, go
to our website and click on the link to the gallery. This is a free service.

This month’s editor’s choice from our website gallery is by Karolina Gacke, 
who comments: 

This year marks the tenth anniversary of the David Shepherd Wildlife Foundation’s
Wildlife Artist of the Year. This prestigious open selection exhibition attracts artists
from around the world and carries a top prize of £10,000. With work in a wide range of
styles and media, from watercolours and oils to ceramics and bronze, the show
celebrates the beauty and diversity of the natural world. Proceeds from sales are used
to support wildlife conservation.

Wildlife Artist of the Year is at the Mall Galleries, The Mall, London SW1 from June 28
to July 2. Admission by donation to the David Shepherd Wildlife Foundation.
Telephone 020 7930 6844, www.mallgalleries.org.uk

For more information about the work of the David Shepherd Wildlife Foundation, see
www.davidshepherd.org

l Ian Sidaway is opening his studio from 11am to 6pm on Sunday June 25 and
Sunday July 2 as part of Richmond-upon-Thames Art House open studios (June 23 to
25 and June 30 to July 2). It’s at Pembridge Cottage, 10 Strawberry Hill Road,
Twickenham TW1 4PT. For more information visit www.arthouseopenstudios.co.uk

Bee wild about art 

‘I find nature especially inspiring, so when I brought this pot of geraniums back
from the garden centre, I knew it would soon turn into the subject of one of my
paintings. I always do a few quick compositional sketches on paper to
familiarise myself with the lines and shapes of the subject. 
‘I began with an underpainting in turquoise and, once dry, I roughly sketched

my composition on the canvas. I then turned away from the flowerpot and
proceeded to paint from memory, only occasionally glancing at my subject. My
goal was to create my own impression of the geraniums, rather than an exact
copy. After I had painted the flowers and the pot, I filled in the background using
a bigger brush, making sure not to cover the canvas completely. The turquoise
complements the red of the flowers and having hints of this colour peaking
through here and there adds life and movement to the painting. I used Liquitex
and Amsterdam acrylic paints in burnt sienna, yellow ochre, lemon yellow,
cadmium red, ultramarine, turquoise, magenta and titanium white. I worked
with number 2, 6 and 10 flat brushes.’

l Members of the Salisbury Group of
Artists are exhibiting at the Artists’s Eye
exhibition at the Five Rivers Leisure
Centre, Hulse Road, Salisbury SP1 3NR
from July 19 to 30. Admission is free. For
information telephone 01722 743577;
www.salisburygroupofartists.co.uk

l The fourth annual open
sketchbook drawing prize, Sketch,
which explores and celebrates the role
of the sketchbook in contemporary fine
art practice, has been awarded to Garry
Barker, who wins a £500 voucher for
Derwent materials. You can see Garry’s
work in a touring exhibition at Black
Swan Arts, 2 Bridge St, Frome BA11 1BB,
from July 22 and September 3. 
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l The 2017 Church Stretton Art, Crafts
& Photography Exhibition at Church
Stretton School from August 1 to 12 is an
integral part of the Church Stretton Arts
Festival (July 29 to August 13). This year
the guest artists are David Harban and
Paul Hipkiss, both members of the Royal
Birmingham Society of Artists. For full
details of all events see
www.strettonfestival.org.uk

l For the first time since his death in
1992, and to mark the centenary of his
birth, Sidney Nolan’s studio at the Rodd,
Presteigne, Powys LD8 2LL has been
opened to the public. The studio provides
an insight into Nolan’s creative process,
techniques and use of materials. An
exhibition of a selection of works spanning
his career, Sidney Nolan: Reflections, will
be on show until August 29. Admission
free. For more information telephone
01544 260149 or see
www.sidneynolantrust.org

p Cathy Read H Van Café, oil, 161⁄4�20in (41�51cm), on show in the Society of Women
Artists’ Annual Exhibition at the Mall Galleries

p Sue Scullard Birch Wood, wood engraving,
41⁄2�6in (11.5�15cm)

Guildford Arts’ annual summer
exhibition, Yvonne Arnaud Art,
features works in a range of
media – paintings, prints,
sculpture, glass and ceramics.
Participating artists include
Emma Dunbar, Jackie Devereux
and Sue Scullard (right). The
exhibition is at the Mill Studio,
Yvonne Arnaud Theatre,
Millbrook, Guildford GU1 3UX
from July 5 to 20. Open Monday
to Saturday from 10am, closing
times vary. Admission is free and
all works are for sale. 
Telephone 01483 575125;
www.guildfordarts.com

The Society of Women Artists’ annual open selection exhibition includes over 400
2D and 3D works. Subject matter is diverse, with some artists tackling the more
sinister aspects of the world while others celebrate the beauty of the natural
environment. Keen to encourage new young member artists to ensure the future
of the society, the SWA are launching their Young People's Initiative with a
Champagne reception at the start of the exhibition. Events held during the week
include a workshop in the Threadneedle Space, hosted by Soraya French, and two
informal demonstrations by sculptor Hazel Reeves and oil painter Dani
Humberstone. For full details see www.society-women-artists.org.uk

The Society of Women Artists’ Annual Exhibition is at the Mall Galleries, 
The Mall, London SW1 from July 4 to 9. Admission is £4. Telephone 020 7930 6844;
www.mallgalleries.org.uk

Ladies’ days

Andrew Marr
is to hold the first public exhibition of
paintings completed since he suffered
a major stroke in 2013. These are, he
says, ‘pictures about being alive –
about the brevity and beauty of it’.
Around 100 pictures will be on show,
and Andrew is donating profits to ARNI,
a charity that supports stroke survivors
and families.
Strokes of Colour is at Corke Gallery,
296–298 Aigburth Road, Liverpool L17
9PW until July 21. Admission is free.
The gallery is open Thursday to
Saturday, 1 to 5pm or by appointment.
Telephone 07773 287827;
www.corkeartgallery.co.uk

Guildford Arts

l The Derwent Pencil Museum has
reopened after 18 months of renovation to
repair the damage caused by the floods of
2015. The Derwent Pencil Museum,
Southey Works, Keswick, Cumbria CA12
5NG is open daily from 9.30am to 5pm.
www.derwentart.com

p Andrew Marr Keeping Our Balance, oil
on canvas, 271⁄2�391⁄2in (70�100cm)
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A
t a time when figurative
painting was unfashionable,
Eileen Cooper bucked the
trend and drew figures from

life, blended with her fertile
imagination. She explores the female
perspective with bold, linear
compositions in paint and print,
focusing on themes such as the
dynamics of family relationships,
female sexuality, fertility, motherhood,
creativity and life and death. Although
these themes can be seen as
autobiographical, they are also
universal and timeless. Eileen explains:
‘My work has always been creative
rather than narrative, more allegorical
than anecdotal. I explore transitions in
life: such as from daughter to mother,
girlhood to womanhood, lover to wife.’

Timeless, universal themes
Eileen explains that along with her
themes, her approach to colour has
changed over the years as her outlook
on life changes. ‘Although I am
concerned with things that affect men
and women, the female is always the
protagonist in my work. My universal
themes include love, death, children,
creative work – such as dancers, actors
or gardeners. Overall, my imagery is
about shared experiences.’ Eileen also
focuses on the nude, simply she says,
because without clothes, her figures are
‘timeless and more universal.’ Drawing
on a range of sources, Eileen counts
Picasso, German Expressionism, Marc
Chagall, Mughal miniatures, tribal art
and Ukiyo-e Japanese prints as
enduring inspirations; elements of each
can be seen to have informed her fluid,
simplified lines, vivid colour and strong
compositions. 
Eileen also includes her own repeated

motifs that, like her colour palette,
change over time. So far, these have
included tortoises, tigers, ladders,
boats and birds, all of which have been
both personal to Eileen and for viewers
to interpret from their own individual

Eileen Cooper OBE RA 
and The Royal Academy Summer Exhibition
Eileen Cooper gives Susie Hodge an insight into what drives her work and
her approach to coordinating this year’s Summer Exhibition

p Summer Breeze, 2016, woodblock print, 15�101⁄2in (38�26.5cm).
You can almost feel the warmth on your skin from this image of a figure swinging gently in the
breeze. As well as her pose and tranquil expression, the shadows on the sand tell us the story of
the tropical surroundings beyond the picture. Overall, the graphic, linear design and limited
palette creates a sense of immediacy
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perspectives. She reflects: ‘We are
sponges: artists are real sponges. We
take things and absorb them and
eventually we will use them in our work
if it's appropriate.’ And: ‘I don't want
my symbols to become a dictionary of
symbols, so a ladder means this, a
swing means that.’ 

Drawing
In her painting, Eileen works mainly in
oils on canvas, but also sometimes with
gouache on paper. She began
printmaking in the 1980s and remains
extremely hands-on with this. She
works with screenprinting and woodcut,
which both suit her strong graphic style,
and as she does with her painting, she
blends traditional methods with her
own individual approach. For instance,
with her woodcuts, she prints by hand
using handmade Japanese paper.
Above all, Eileen says that strong
drawing underpins all her work, and
that her training in drawing from life
was essential. ‘I learned to draw very
well. Partly I drew like my teacher told
me to – it wasn't until I turned my back

on objective drawing that this other
thing happened for me, which I found
much more exciting. I think a lot of
artists' drawings are as interesting as
anything they ever produce. There is
the need to play, to experiment, and
not to be precious,’ she continues, ‘you
can always tear it up, turn it over, turn it
upside down, rub it out, add to it, start
working with ink on top of pencil.
Drawing is so wonderfully flexible.’

The RA Summer Show
Held without interruption since 1769,
the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition,
now in its 249th year, is the world's
largest open submission contemporary
art show. It provides a unique platform
for emerging and established artists to
exhibit work in a broad range of media

and genres. Each year, the show attracts
thousands of entries; last year, over
12,000 artists submitted their work and
approximately 250,000 visitors
attended. As well as the artists' work
being seen by so many and in such a
prestigious exhibition, it has always

www.painters-online.co.uk Summer issue 2017 13artist

p Til the Morning Comes, 2017, oil on
canvas, 481⁄4�601⁄4in (122.5�153cm).
Palpably energetic, this couple are dancing –
bending, twisting, flexing and limbering.
Lively background wallpaper suggests the
flowing rhythm and beat and, overall, the
painting captures a moment, inviting viewers
to witness the couple without being seen
themselves. Bold colours make instant
impact, while pattern and rhythmical lines
almost suggest a tapestry or patchwork

‘ I explore transitions in life: such as from
girlhood to womanhood, lover to wife,

daughter to mother’
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been an opportunity for artists to sell
their work. The RA takes 30 per cent of
any artwork sold at the exhibition and
these proceeds go towards the RA
Schools.

The committee
Planning of the Summer Exhibition
begins almost as soon as the last one
ends. Each year, an artist coordinator is
chosen to direct the show. This year it's
Eileen Cooper. Eileen explains that in

October 2016 they were still putting the
hanging committee together. It now
comprises an excellent combination of
talented, thoughtful and visionary Royal
Academicians, including Fiona Rae, Bill
Jacklin, Ann Christopher, Gus Cummins,
Farshid Moussavi, Rebecca Salter and
Yinka Shonibare. This committee met
on numerous occasions to plan and
organise the show and, most
essentially, to review the approximately
13,000 entries submitted.

www.painters-online.co.ukSummer issue 2017artist

p Quest, 2017, oil on canvas, 54�421⁄4in
(137�107cm).
Uplifting and light-hearted, this young
woman in her transparent dance dress
contorts her body into a pose that most
would find difficult, if not impossible. It's a
universal quest – many have attempted to
force their bodies into more pliable, flexible
positions, and for this woman, it is her job. It
is left to viewers to decide if this is also a
metaphor for life. The wallpaper behind the
figure echoes her long hair and curving limbs
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Submissions and selection
Entrants include amateur, professional
and well-known artists and recent art
graduates and the show displays a wide
range of new and recent art created by
everyone from emerging artists to the
biggest names in contemporary art and
architecture. Eileen adds that
‘international submissions have been
encouraged’ and this year in particular,
a number of artists from Africa, Turkey
and South America. 
Eileen explains that selection for the

exhibition is extremely intense.
‘Anyone can submit their work and the
first round of selection is made from
digital images, then the works selected
are brought into the RA, a second
selection is made from these works,
then we begin to hang works.’ The
judges try out every work on the walls
during the eight-day hang. Members of
the committee take responsibility for
their own individual rooms.’ The
exhibition hang is finalised on
Sanctioning Day, when the committee
meets for the last time – after this, no
changes can be made. 
In the past there have sometimes

been loose themes for the Summer
Exhibition. Eileen says that although
there is no rigid theme for this year's
show, loosely it expresses 'preparing
for the next 250 years,' and 'the
encouragement of diversity.'
Additionally, some individual rooms are
thematic, depending on the committee
member who is responsible for it.
Eileen has also focused on refreshing
the show and creating something new,
relevant and exciting for contemporary
viewers. It embodies all that is
happening in the art world right now. 

www.painters-online.co.uk Summer issue 2017 15artist

Eileen Cooper OBE RA 
studied fine art at Goldsmiths College.
She went on to study painting at 

the Royal College of Art. In 2000 Eileen
became a Royal Academician; in 2010
she was elected as the first woman

Keeper of the RA since it began in 1768,
and in 2016 she was appointed 
Officer of the Order of the British

Empire (OBE) for services to the arts
and arts education. 

www.eileencooper.co.uk

p Wild Orchid, 2017, oil on canvas, 421⁄4�30in (107.5�76.5 cm).
A young woman fills almost all the available space on the canvas. She looks out at us while we
look in. Interpretation is open. The cut-off edges add to the visual impact and the subdued yet
intense colours harmonise with the figure's fluid, graceful lines, conveying an impression of
movement. Again, the background patterns recall beautiful printed textiles

The Royal Academy Summer Exhibition is from June 13 to August 20. The gallery is open from
Saturday to Thursday, 10am to 6pm, and on Fridays from 10am to 10pm. Tickets are £15.50
and concessions are available. The Royal Academy of Art is at Burlington House, Piccadilly,
Mayfair, London W1J 0BD. Telephone 020 7300 8090; www.royalacademy.org.uk 

‘Anyone can submit their work and the first
round of selection is made from digital images’

TA
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I
n June 2016 I was given a ticket to
Glastonbury Festival so that I could
paint there. I set off from Bath at
9am on the Wednesday with a van

full of teenage lads and arrived after a
three-and-a-half-hour grid-locked
journey. The lads immediately and
understandably headed off. 

16 www.painters-online.co.ukSummer issue 2017artist

Peter Brown recounts how he coped with the mud and the crowds as
he painted on the spot during last year’s Glastonbury Festival 

Glastonbury tales

I found a pitch by a tree in Big
Ground, overlooking the Pyramid stage.
I thought it was a bit squashed but two
hours later after sorting the lads for
cash, I realised I had no understanding
of what squashed was – they’ll put a
tent anywhere!
They say it was the muddiest year on

record. With mud it is just a question of
time before you learn to accept it, you
realise you cannot walk around it, that
walking quickly or lightly makes no
difference so you simply succumb to its
existence and join everyone else
slopping and squelching through it,
splatting all those around you as they

M A S T E R C L A S S
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p Day 2, Thursday June 23, 2016,
8.30am to 2.30pm
Big Puddle towards Pyramid Stage, oil on
board, 12�16in (30.5�40.5cm).
I woke at 7am after a fantastic sleep, walked
to the van for the phone charger and found
a spot by 8.30am beside some bins with a
view of a whopping puddle – the sort you
can’t resist wading through for fun and
photos!
‘You’re painting my flood – this is my

market,’ said a remarkably unstressed
woman who seemed to be juggling a
thousand balls on her phone. The
conversation somehow moved to Cuba,
which I said I’d love to paint. ‘I have a house
there,’ she said before her phone called her
away to her next problem, and before I
could broker a deal to use it for painting!

t Day1,  Wednesday June 22, 2016
Sun on Glastonbury Mud, towards Leftfield, oil
on board, 12�10in (30.5�25.5cm).
Five hours after arriving I had started my first
painting. I worked as the sun came and went,
sparkling on the sloppy mud. Some lads were
really keen to pose and I got one of them
squatting, looking at his phone – his two
mates standing nearby. They were so pleased
and any nerves I had of painting in this new
environment were gone. The problem with
crowds is that you instinctively try to paint
every figure, which is impossible, so I try to
look at the mass in the distance and ask
myself: ‘What does it look like?’ Very often I
answer it with a single mid-tone and some
speckles of colour

q Day 3, Friday June 24, 7– 9.15pm
Evening, The Park, oil on board, 8�24in
(20.5�61cm). 
When the sun was out it sparkled on the
plastic corrugated roofing of the round
shelter below and lit up the ribbon tower in
coloured flashes. A young lady asked if she
could watch; I painted and chatted to her for
an hour or so. She was then replaced by a
group of three or four who watched intently
for the second hour before I schlepped back
to the tent.
Ollie (my eldest son) phoned and I met him,

Theo and Ben at the Avalon café where they
were watching the end of an act. We
wandered, I bought Ollie a Mexican wrap, he
smoked a roll–up (which I decided to let go),
we found a bar, had a beer, danced a bit and I
returned to my tent at 1am

do you. As someone who looks out the
window at stair rods of rain and says
‘good weather for painting’ I was a pig
in the proverbial.

Painting essentials
The van was parked a mile or two away
so I carried as much as I could on a
flying fox (a four-wheeled trolley that
you pull) that a friend lent me. It was
brilliant and I don’t know how I would
have managed without it. My materials
consisted of 2mm primed and
grounded boards, from 6�12in to
12�16in and 8�24in; a full box easel,
oil paints and Roberson’s glaze
medium for quick drying. 
I painted from 2pm on the

Wednesday to midday on the Saturday.
My subject was really mud. I made
myself walk what I thought was the
entire site first to get an idea of what
was there. It is vast and amazing – the
bars, the stages, the stalls, the
sculptures…it was awesome.
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p Fixing the Coat, oil on board, 10�8in (30.5�20.5cm).
I set up for my last painting beside the Yeo Valley stall and witnessed the morning crowds build
for the last time from my easel. I had decided to spend the rest of the festival with my daughter.
Painting is fantastic but the time with Hattie was far more valuable.  We had an amazing time

q Friday, June 24, 12–2pm
Flowers in her Hair after James, Other Stage, oil
on board, 6�12in (15�30.5cm).
I set up by a poster that the Glasto Press had
just put up, rallying the Glastonbury crowd
after the referendum result. I began painting,
inspired by the flags and crowd, enjoying the
music. The sun came out and I could not
resist putting in a girl in with flowers in her
hair, who could have come straight from the
1960s. Her boyfriend turned up and
onlookers tried to goad him into buying it for
her. Working quickly, whether deliberately or
instinctively, I tend to leave a fair amount of
ground showing as it answers a lot of
questions in terms of colour and tone. Here
the decimated grass above the shadow is
simply left as ground. I used it as a starting
point

Peter Brown
is a member of the New English Art

Club, the Royal Institute of Oil Painters,
the Pastel Society and Bath Society of
Artists and has won many awards. He is
represented by Messums, London,
www.messums.com. For details of

Pete’s books and DVDs, see his website:
www.peterbrownneac.com

Peter Brown will be hosting a The Artist
painting holiday in Havana, Cuba, in
February/March 2018. Look out for details in
forthcoming issues.
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B
eing an artist is not an
easy matter. The
biggest temptation is
complaining and, if

you were to look at my
Facebook feed, which is full of
artists' views and postings,
you would see a lot of people
giving in to that temptation.
‘Why am I not richer?’ they
ask. ‘Why doesn't everyone
like my paintings as much as l
do?’, and variations on those
themes.
Oddly, though, one is often

the subject of the envy of
non-artists. It is because
being an artist means
spending most of the time
doing, or at least thinking
about or talking about, the
thing one loves most of all,
and most people don't have
that. You probably won't ever
make much money (my wife
is starting to appreciate that,
after some hopeful years) but
you are enjoying it (she still hasn't come
to appreciate that, though). 
It takes a romantic soul to dedicate his

or her life to art, and we love a romantic
soul. Last summer Radio Four serialised
the latest book about Van Gogh, Van
Gogh's Ear by Bernadette Murphy. Snappy
title, l thought, and very astute. When I
was cab driving, and customers
discovered that l was an artist, the two
things they would refer to were (a) Rolf
Harris (enough said) and (b) Van Gogh's
ear. Not his paintings, notice, just his ear.
So, a catchy title. 
Vincent Van Gogh seems to have a grip

on the public imagination like no other
artist, and l bet he would surpass Picasso
today in public recognition. There seems
to be an 'important' new book out about
him every couple of years – the last one,
The Yellow House by Martin Gayford was, I
thought very perceptive and interesting –
and people seem to love picking over his
story.
I suppose Van Gogh fascinates people

because of his sincerity and his obviously
tortured soul. In fact, I think Van Gogh
was the sort of person who, if you knew
him for a while, you would cross over the
street to avoid. Oddly enough, writing
that reminds me of when l was at the
Royal Academy Schools and crossing the
road to avoid Tracey Emin, who l had
known at Maidstone College of Art. She

than a lot of mind-bogglingly good
paintings.
But doing them doesn't seem to have

helped him much. If you ask me the real
tragedy is that he is not remembered for
his painting but for an incident of mental
disturbance that, I am sure, would have
embarrassed him almost beyond
endurance. It makes a cliché out of him,
and distracts from the painting.
His personality, his thoughts and

feelings can only be guessed at. Unless
you read his letters to his brother, Theo
Van Gogh. I think the problem with the
letters is in the abridging because,
understandably, translators and editors
want to get to the heart of the matter, to
explain Van Gogh's life and work, so they
look for the key passages. This gives the
impression of a very organised and
focused mind, which he certainly had, I
think, when it came to painting, but
perhaps not in much else.
The real lesson of the letters comes

when you try to read the whole lot,
unabridged. There are tons of them, and
to an enormous degree they say the same
thing, over and over again: Could l have
more paint, please, because I am doing a
lot of paintings. Oh, and a little more
money would probably help, if you have
any to spare. 
Admittedly there is lots about his

painting ideas, what he's just painted and
how badly he gets on with Gauguin, but
the main theme is just more paint, more
canvases, more time to paint. He was a bit
of a monomaniac, to be honest.
Successful artists are, even the nice ones.
That's why l crossed the road to avoid
Tracey Emin and why you, if you actually
knew Van Gogh, would also cross the
road to avoid him. Because he'd go on at
embarrassing lengths about himself and
his work and it would be a nightmare
getting away. Once he'd caught your ear... TA

Charles Williams’ musings: VAN GOGH

Charles Williams NEAC RWS Cert.RAS is a
painter, writer and lecturer.

t Self Portrait With Coloured Palette, 2015,
oil on linen, 30�22in (76�56cm).
Self portraits are a fiction, they are a
description of the person the artist thinks he
or she is, or would like the audience to think
he or she is, even Van Gogh's self portraits,
however intensely seen. This painting looks
nothing much like me, except for the glasses
– not even the skin colour

wasn't famous then, and now she doesn't
recognise me. Why should she? She's an
extraordinary person who has achieved
far more than l ever will. But the reason I
avoided her was very similar to the reason
one would have avoided Van Gogh.
His paintings are another matter. What is

so good about his work? In northern
countries where the sun is not strong,
painters tend to use colour and line to
make form, whereas in the south, the sun
bleaches colour out and makes large,
tonal shapes, crisply rendered in shade
and cast shadow, and Van Gogh put the
two things together. He also paid careful
attention to every single brushstroke, so
his paintings are incredible records of
concentration, especially when you learn
that he spent between one and two hours
on each. They were performances,
planned and executed. 
I knew someone who knew someone

who knew Van Gogh. He was, according
to my source, just obsessed with colour,
painting, drawing, and would take pastels
to a dinner party and draw on the
tablecloth. From what one reads, he was
one of those disturbingly intense people
for whom every little thing has huge,
exaggerated significance, who took
novels very seriously and imagined they
had a lot to teach you about life, who
searched for a greater meaning to life
without really resolving anything, other
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On a visit to York Adebanji Alade discovered that the city is full of inspiring
scenes that were perfect for a spot of plein-air sketching and painting

Plein-air adventures

I
was very fortunate to be invited to
the City of York by Ann Pertherick,
who runs Kentmere House Gallery,
after she’d seen my paintings of

London. This was a very good
opportunity for me to explore a new
city and paint whatever caught my
attention.

The first thing I did was to travel
around the city without my painting
gear and make notes of places that
looked interesting and I thought would
make a good painting. There is always
a tendency to paint what we think
would sell, or go for the hot-spots of
the city, but I think it should be a
natural response to go for whatever
scene leaps at us and makes us feel
like painting it. Even though I can’t
share with you here all the paintings
and drawings I made while in York, I’ll
show you a few and explain why I
decided to paint them. This may help

you to understand what goes through
my mind. 

Places of interest
My first sketch was of a castle on a
weird-looking flat-topped hill, which I
just couldn’t resist. I later found out
that it is called
Clifford’s Tower. I
wanted to explore its
immense size but
instead of doing this
with paint, I decided
to go for a pencil
sketch because I
thought it would give

me the opportunity to create some
textures that would be hard for me to
achieve with paint (below).

I love rivers and I have painted the
River Thames many times in London,
so when I found the River Ouse I was
sure I was going to document a few

u Clifford’s Tower, York,
graphite sketch in
Moleskine A4
sketchbook, 8�11in
(20.5�28cm)

p Morning Light, York City Walls, oil on board, 8�10in (20.5�25.5cm)
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p Micklegate Bar, York, oil on board, 8�10in (20.5�25.5cm)

scenes so that I returned to London
with paintings or drawings of this river
(below and top right).

I really loved the paintings I did of the
Ouse, and when I go back to York I
would love to do more. I think there’s
always something calm and relaxing
about painting water and reflections. 

I usually sit to paint when I’m out on
plein-air painting adventures because it
stops my legs from aching and, therefore,
rushing to finish when I am tired. When
I sit I feel more relaxed and I eventually
come through with better paintings.

Another place that caught my
attention was the city gate, Micklegate

Bar (above). It is instantly evocative of
a time when the city gate was guarded
and used as a vantage point for entry
and security. It also looked great as a
contrast to the modern architecture.
This was the first painting I did in York
and, looking back at it, it seems a bit
laboured; I think my love for the scene
made me spend too much time on it.

Narrow streets and city walls
I noticed some houses that looked like
they leaned into the roads and another
street that was so narrow the houses
almost touched each other from
opposite sides. These were scenes I
just had to paint for their quirkiness.
Maybe people in York are so used to
seeing houses like this but to me it was
quite funny and shocking at the same
time – these are the things that go
through my mind and make me want to
stay there and paint for hours.

The other place that is really
unbelievable is The Shambles (right). 
I couldn’t believe how close the
buildings were – this had to be in my
sketchbook! I thought I would be able
to get some interesting construction
lines in the drawing that might not work
with a painting. I used thesep River Ouse, graphite in a Moleskine A4 sketchbook
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it was a good opportunity to do a
painting of the city walls. The light was
amazing! This was the fastest painting 
I did, because I knew the light would
change. I had to work from some
photographs of the scene because the
light changed so drastically after 90
minutes that the scene was barely
recognisable and what captured my
heart at the beginning had gone. But 
I was happy to get it as I saw it in the
beginning!

construction lines to show the balance,
nearness and interesting composition
of The Shambles.

I was able to see many interesting
places as I walked along the top of the
city walls. Two simple trees caught my
eye; they were in the shade because
the morning sunlight had just come out
from the left and it created a shadow
on the walls. I decided to paint this
because of my love for trees and the
effect of light and shade on trees. Also,

t The Shambles, graphite in a Moleskine
sketchbook, 8�11in (20.5�28cm)

p Evening Light, River Ouse, oil on board,
8�10in (20.5�25.5cm)

Adebanji Alade
studied fine art in Nigeria and has a

diploma in portraiture from Heatherley’s
School of Fine Art, where he teaches in
the Open Studio. He has exhibited

widely and won many awards. Adebanji
is a member of the Royal Institute of Oil
Painters and a council member of the

Chelsea Art Society; he tutors
workshops and gives demonstrations
for art societies and also offers private

coaching. For more details see
www.adebanjialade.co.uk;

www.adebanjialade.blogspot.com;
www.sketchinspiration.com

TA
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(neutrals), ending up with your deepest
shades last. This method will create the
rich, luminous finish that is so
appealing in a watercolour. If you get
confused, just remember to use bright
colours first.

How to make neutral colours
By adding an element of grey to a
bright colour, you will create a neutral.
Even the smallest amount of grey will
change a bright colour and here, only
judgement and practice can determine
how much to add and when. There are
a few ways of creating neutral colours,
the most straightforward is to add
neutral tint.
I use Winsor Newton neutral tint as it

is a good, pure grey that shades colours
without making them opaque or flat
looking. Be careful with what you use,
as some brands of neutral tint have a
colour bias to them, which will affect
how your results look. A green shade of
neutral tint for example will result in all
your grey mixes containing a green hue.
To practise your neutrals, create a tonal
scale by starting with a bright colour
then gradually add more neutral tint
until you reach black. Although this is
an easy way to create neutrals, the
combination allows only the original
colour and grey to be visible on the
paper. If you want to expand on this, try
using complementary colours instead.
Complementary colours work well for

generating neutrals, providing you
know what you’re doing with them.
These combinations are opposites on
the colour wheel and you can create
some beautiful grey hues this way – the
results are more diverse than using a
tube grey. For example with ultramarine
and burnt sienna you can create visual
variations of blue, brown and grey.
Palette grey is a way of creating

neutrals in a very sympathetic way to
your painting. Palette grey is simply a
mixture of all the residual bits of colour
that you are using at the time. When
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Paul Talbot-Greaves shows you how to create and use neutrals to
provide contrast and depth in your work. Each month he invites you to
complete a painting challenge that you can submit online for appraisal

Colour versus neutral

W
hen I refer to colour I am
talking about highly
saturated, bright colours,
like the vibrant colours seen

in a prism, such as permanent rose,
cadmium yellow, phthalo blue, viridian
and so on. Create a painting with only
these colours, using no mixing, and you
will achieve an overly vibrant effect,
with no depth or contrast. It’s useful to
know that you can neutralise a
saturated colour but you cannot create
highly saturated colours from neutrals.
To appear natural looking, bright
colours need an element of neutral

somewhere in the painting to generate
shadows and shade. Most paints are
comprised of bright, saturated colours
from which neutrals can be made. In
terms of looking at the landscape and
translating it into paint, the bright,
saturated colours are those generally
depicted by bright sunlight. Neutrals
are depicted by shadows and shades.

Neutral colours
By neutral colours I mean greyed
colours, often called tones and shades.
In most cases to create a neutral you
add an element of grey to a colour,
although a few palette colours are
already toned in this way. Colours turn
grey in the absence of light, so you will
find neutrals in shadows and in low
light conditions, such as on dull days.
These grey tones are vital for
contrasting against saturated colours,
making them appear bright. As light
decreases, colours become further
shaded or greyer, meaning much less of
the original colour is seen whilst more
grey becomes visible. The deepest
neutral colour is black, which I often
use as a colour in this context. Many
people are afraid to use black but it is
an essential element for completing the
tonal scale.

Using bright and neutral
colours in watercolour
The general process of watercolour is to
work from light to dark and this also
encompasses bright to grey. Begin with
your brightest colours, allowing the
white of the paper to show through. If
your colour is weak, this is technically
known as a tint, but the importance of
working this way is that your colour
does not contain grey at this stage. By
starting with just pure colour you are
guaranteed to achieve bright, saturated
pigment only. After your bright colours
have dried, work your way through the
tonal changes of the picture, taking
note of the shadows and shades

CO N T R A S T S  I N  WAT E R CO LO U R :  3  O F  6

Paul Talbot-Greaves
has been painting for over 20 years 
and teaches watercolour and acrylic
painting in his home county of west
Yorkshire. He also runs workshops and

demonstrates to art societies
throughout the north. Paul can 

be contacted by email:
information@talbot-greaves.co.uk or

through his website: 
www.talbot-greaves.co.uk

You can enjoy Paul’s expert tuition first-
hand at his workshop at the Patchings
Festival on July 13, where he’ll be

showing you how to achieve soft edges
in acrylic. For full details and to book,

please visit www.painters-
online.co.uk/courses-

holidays/reader-workshops or
telephone 01580 763673
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your mixing space becomes dirty and
full of colour mixes, just stir them
together and use the resulting
beautiful hue. The only downside to
this is that you generally don’t reach a
great strength with the colour.

Using bright and neutral
With colour, you can use neutral and
bright colours as a contrast to switch
attention in your painting. It’s all
about balance. Using a larger
proportion of neutrals will make your
bright colours appear brighter and
more appealing, although your
painting may appear darker due to
the large amount of grey. Using more
bright colours than neutral will make
your painting light and airy. As each
element is essential for the other,
think about scenarios where you
might employ a greater amount of
bright and a lesser amount of neutral
and vice versa. Experiment with
quantities to see how this affects the
mood and lighting, for example a
painting of a dull day may come
across a little too dreary, but include
a flash of light breaking on the
landscape and it will transform the
picture, making your neutrals far more
visually acceptable. 
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TA

DEMONSTRATION Light on the Cottages

tt

In this painting, I have adjusted some of the colours and values to
place more emphasis on the light of the buildings

t STAGE ONE
After drawing out, I chose a size 4 squirrel mop brush for a fluid
application of cerulean blue to the sky, then switched to yellow ochre and
burnt sienna around the buildings. I left the lean-to roof as white paper to
create maximum contrast later. Lower down I used yellow ochre and
cadmium yellow as a base wash, making sure it wasn’t too heavy. Right at
the bottom I added burnt sienna then left the whole thing to dry

p STAGE TWO
I rewet the sky area and,
with the same brush,
added yellow ochre,
cerulean blue and a touch
of cadmium yellow to the
background. As I
approached the buildings I
switched the brush to a
size 2, made the mix
stronger and added
neutral tint to make the
colour greyer. I continued
the wash, painting around
the shapes of the chimneys
and roofs; whilst the paint
was still wet I added the
suggestion of winter trees
using neat burnt sienna

t STAGE THREE
Continuing with the size 2
squirrel mop I mixed
yellow ochre and neutral
tint for the wall shadows of
the buildings, then
changed to cobalt blue
and neutral tint for the
roof shadows. Whilst the
colours were still damp I
added cerulean blue to
cool the shadows
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Take a good-quality photo
of your painting and email
your work to
dawn@tapc.co.uk together
with a brief description (no
more than 100 words)
about the process you
used, with PTG3 in the
subject line, by August 25. 

Each month all entries will be uploaded to PaintersOnline 
(www.painters-online.co.uk) and I will select the work of one lucky artist
for appraisal. Have fun, good luck and happy painting.

THIS
MONTH’S
CHALLENGE

Use the photograph (left) to
paint your own version using
bright colour contrasted with
neutral colours. You can make
your neutral shades either by
mixing complementary
colours together or by mixing
with neutral tint. Other greys
may work but make sure they
don’t have a strong
inappropriate colour bias. 

TOP LEFT
STAGE FOUR
I roughly mixed cadmium yellow and cerulean blue
on the paper to achieve a varicoloured finish for the
grass. Whilst this was wet, I marked in the darker
land shadows with the same colour mixed with
neutral tint

ABOVE
STAGE FIVE
For the big neutral shadow I mixed French
ultramarine and cadmium yellow to a mid-dark
value. French ultramarine and cadmium yellow
make a neutral green, perfect for shadows or dull
days. Notice how this closes the emphasis of the
light on the buildings. With thick neutral tint, I
added the minor land shapes into the shadow
whilst it was still wet, then I dragged in the small
section of wall, top right

RIGHT
FINISHED PAINTING
Light on the Cottages, watercolour on Saunders
Waterford 140lb (300gsm) Rough paper 11�7in
(28�19cm).
To finish the painting, I used neutral tint with a
small round brush to suggest the darker windows,
then I mixed white gouache with yellow ochre and a
little neutral tint and marked in the poles, light-on-
dark. I often use gouache in this way to pick up on
small highlights. I did the same for the roof lights
and brighter window of the lean-to building using
white gouache mixed with cobalt blue
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Next month: Warm versus cool
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Perspective is one of the main considerations in cityscapes.
Hashim Akib shows you how to highlight ways of seeing and apply the

principles to enhance your work 

Focus on perspective

P
erspective is concerned with
creating the illusion of depth
and space in order to make a
painting or drawing appear

naturalistic. Everything in the depiction
of a cityscape follows the laws of
perspective – buildings are the most
obvious but this includes windows,
doors, pavements and lines of lamp
posts. Light sources also create
perspective lines, which show in the
movement of shadows.
The easiest place to start to create a

sense of depth is by ‘overlapping’.
Quite simply, placing one element in
front of another will instantly create
depth. In cityscapes this could be a car
or lamp post in front of a building;
obviously the closer the element the
larger it appears to be. Just by using
this technique you can easily build up
quite a complex scene by adding more
overlapping shapes. Once you
understand this concept you can start
to arrange the components in a more
realistic environment.

Where to begin
Try to rely on freehand drawing when
depicting any perspective lines as a
ruler or set square will make the
process far too technical. You might use
one of these aids when looking at your
reference photograph to gauge the
main diagonals and to see where they
converge at the vanishing points. It is
worth examining whether an image
contains mainly one-, two- or three-
point perspective as, again, knowing
where the main lines converge can help
in guiding most of your diagonals.
Roughly plot where the vanishing point
may lie and begin drawing several
diagonal lines that reach out to create
the framework to then apply the main
shapes. If the scene involves two- and
three-point perspective you may
require other vanishing points to plot
multiple diagonal lines. Discovering the
main diagonals of a large building or
large foreground element such as a bus

will help in discovering smaller
elements. Avoid being too obsessive
about following every single
perspective line on every building as
this will soon become a chore. Be aware
that certain buildings may not follow
perspective lines too closely because
of their age, land shifts or because the
angle is slightly different from the rest.
Light and its effects are also dictated

by perspective. In this case you have to
consider the position of the main light
source and also the lines of perspective
of a building or shape leading to the
various vanishing points. If we use the

sun as an example, the height of the
light source will determine the length
of shadows, which are longer during the
morning and early evening and shorter
at midday. This becomes a major factor
when painting realistic sunny street
scenes where shadows have to follow a
corresponding line.

High and low of perspective
The lines of perspective are
dramatically altered the higher or lower
your vantage point is or if your
viewpoint is tilted. This requires a little
more preplanning but the principles of
perspective remain the same in
discovering main diagonal lines
following a trajectory towards the
vanishing points. The advantage of
varying viewpoints has a major bearing
on how a scene is viewed. A high
vantage point is ideal for panoramic
cityscapes, where you can survey far
and wide as the main focus tends to be
on the middle and distance areas. Low
vantage points are ideal to emphasise
the height and scale of a building or
element in the foreground, as well as
providing a more pivotal role for skies.
This viewpoint also has the effect of
making the viewer feel small as shapes
tower over them. 

Use your experience
When you are in the throes of painting
there is a lot to contend with and any
complex theories about perspective
may easily be ditched. Using your own
instincts to relate elements to each
other is much more practical. As you
paint or draw look at the scale of
various elements to see how they
correspond with each other. If there is a
figure next to a doorway, will they
realistically fit through it, or what is the
scale of a car next to a bus or
motorbike? If you paint a building you
have to imagine the separate floors
inside and how they affect the
positions of the windows. These are
things we see every day and we can

The following descriptions of
perspective will help you to
grasp the basic principles so
that you will can put them
into practice when drawing
or painting

l One-point perspective
This is the simplest form. A common
example would be a single railway
track where all the lines seem to
converge at one point in the
distance, normally referred to as the
vanishing point. If we apply this
concept to a street scene, all the
main diagonal lines in purple lead to
a single vanishing point further
down the street.

l Two-point perspective
Viewing buildings from the side
effectively creates two sets of main
diagonals, both leading to two
different vanishing points off the
page.

l Three-point perspective
Three-point perspective takes into
account the height of a tall building,
as well as the two diagonals created
from the side view. The taller the
building the more dramatic the
angle of the blue lines will appear.
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p One-point perspective
This illustration shows a basic one-point perspective with all
diagonal lines leading to one point in the distance. This point
signifies our eye line and that we are positioned at an equal
height to the figures in the foreground

p Two-point perspective
This illustration shows a two-point perspective as both sides of
the buildings are visible, providing two lines of diagonals and
two vanishing points

u Three-
point
perspective
This illustration
shows three-point
perspective as both
sides of the main
building are visible
and the height also
provides diagonals
that will eventually
meet at a vanishing
point
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use this latent knowledge to help
create a more convincing sense of
reality.
The act of drawing and painting does

make you acutely aware of your
environment and the elements around
you. A greater understanding is gained
of how things function and however
well perspective or other concepts are
explained the practical experience is
invaluable. The art you produce reflects
your understanding so certainly
practise the mechanics of drawing and
painting but also the act of just looking.

Playing with perspective
If you know the boundaries or rules of
any art theory you can begin to bend
them to meet your own needs. You see
this a lot in Naïve art, which has the
innocence of a child’s painting and
almost completely disobeys the rules
of perspective by flattening and
distorting forms. Japanese prints and
Manga comics play with all kinds of

P E R S P E C T I V E
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t Sandra Walker RI, Goodbye Roger Smith,
watercolour, 251⁄4�141⁄4in (64�36cm). 
This painting demonstrates precision all the
way through in showing naturalistic three-
point perspective and all the corresponding
lines and details. With such a realistic style
even a single line out would be obvious so
the care taken is paramount. Even the traffic
light enhances our perception of looking up
towards the building. Great care has been
taken with the lines of windows and the
exposed side section to create the
consistency

q Drawing with guide lines. Just as you
may grid up a drawing to form small squares,
so a scene can be drawn in tiny chunks;
adding lots of diagonals shooting out from
one or multiple points may guide the
perspective lines. This example works off
one-point perspective; other scenes will have
the vanishing point going off the page or
several vanishing points depending on the
nature of the scene

elevated and dramatic viewpoints to
communicate their own narratives.
Playing with perceptions of reality and
how people view the world creates
much more intriguing images and can
help emphasise a feeling or areas of
interest. These can take the form of
relatively subtle changes, such as
exaggerating angles or lines of
perspective.

Distorting lines
Lines of clouds, for example, could
follow the lines of buildings, leading to
a focal point; or the lines of reflections
in water could break up diagonal lines
by going in opposite directions. Even
horizon lines that we are used to seeing
as completely flat could be slightly
curved in order to create a softer edge.

Negative shapes and spaces
When you draw or paint any scene,
including ideas of perspective, your
main consideration is for your primary

‘Playing with
perceptions of
reality and how
people view the
world creates much
more intriguing
images’ 
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or positive shapes as these tend to be
the main areas of interest; it could be a
figure or two, a red bus or an
interesting building. The other areas
that sit outside your positive shapes
are referred to as your negative shapes
or spaces. As a simple example, if we
take a city skyline, all the buildings
would be the positive and the sky
would effectively be the negative
space. In painting this scene, the
general consensus would be to paint a
light sky and systematically paint in
each office or tower block. This
approach may lead to a very contrived,
self-conscious depiction of the shapes,
which may disconnect areas and give
the appearance of ‘cut-outs’. Negative
space painting starts with almost
random dark shapes for the buildings
and uses the light sky in order to create
the various forms. This way there is less
effort made to illustrate each structure
while shapes are integrated and less
contrived.
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p Hashim Akib Thames, acrylic on canvas,
28�35in (71�89cm).
This painting of the River Thames and
London skyline gives us a bird’s eye view and
shows the real scale of the city. As viewpoints
go there are considerable rewards in showing
angles that perhaps most people do not get
to see every day and so make the scene
something of a rarity

Images copyright Hashim Akib with the exception
of Sandra Walker’s image.

This extract is taken
from Painting
Urban and
Cityscapes by
Hashim Akib,
published by The
Crowood Press, ISBN
9781785002687,
price £16.99. 

Hashim Akib
is represented by Thompson’s

Galleries, London;
www.thompsonsgallery.com, McNeill

Online Gallery, www.mcneill
gallery.com; Picturesque, Billericay,
www.picturesque.co.uk. This year

Hashim will be running workshops at
several locations – see his website for
details and for more examples of his
work, and to buy copies of his books
and DVDs: www.hashimakib.co.uk .
He is also available for demonstrations

to art groups, email:
hashimakib@yahoo.co.uk

TA
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Richard Suckling finds that Jaxell Extra Fine Artists’ Pastels offer a good
spectrum of lightfast colours with good coverage at a very reasonable price

Jaxell Extra Fine
Artists’ Pastels

I
have a huge range of pastels in my
studio, from the hardest to the very
softest, in a vast range of colours and
tones and I am in a position where I

just buy new colours that catch my eye, or
replace much loved ones that are running
out. I must admit, though, that there are
still occasions when a new set of pastels
can tempt me – their luxurious wooden
cases calling out to me to part with not
inconsiderable amounts of my hard-
earned cash!
I must admit that Jaxell was not a brand
with which I was familiar but when I was
asked to review Jaxell Extra Fine Artists’
Pastels, I was interested to see how they
would perform. A full set of 90 pastels
duly arrived from Great Art, presented in a
smart cardboard box containing the
pastels in two trays of 45.

A closer look
The box is well constructed with
additional foam inserts to protect the
sticks in transit and all arrived in pristine
condition. In fact the box is robust
enough to take out and about for a bit of
plein-air painting. 

Each pastel stick is 66mm long with a
diameter of around 10mm and wrapped
in a clearly marked label. The first thing I
did, as I systematically do with all new
pastels, was to remove the labels. This
instantly makes the pastel stick a much
more versatile tool for covering large
areas by using the full length of the stick.
It also allows me to assess the colours in
the set more fully.
The range of colours available in this full
set is quite broad, with a decent choice to
cover most subjects. There is a useful
selection of yellows and oranges,
especially the palest yellows. The earth
colours are well represented and the reds
are strong. Particular favourites in this set
for me are the English reds, the Indian
reds, ultramarine deep III, the pinks and
the gold ochres. There is also a good
selection of greys, which I feel would be
invaluable for tonal studies such as a life-
class work. 
Jaxell Extra Fine Artists’ Pastels are, on
the whole, smooth on application with
good coverage. They are not the softest
but they give up their colour readily,
especially on sanded surfaces. These

pastel sticks are fairly robust, too, which is
something that I look for, as I object
strongly to sticks disintegrating in my
hand. They do, however, snap cleanly into
half or thirds where needed and do not
crumble like some brands of soft pastel. I
have always had a fairly heavy hand when
painting and most newcomers to pastel
will start this way so an ultra-soft pastel
can be a little frustrating.

Working characteristics
Whilst putting the Jaxell Extra Fine Artists’
Pastels through their paces I found that,
with my particular approach, they work
best on sanded surfaces such as Sennelier
La Carte pastel card or used over Art
Spectrum Colourfix pastel primer. They

q Foxgloves, Treen Cliff, Jaxell Extra Fine
Artists’ Pastels on Sennelier La Carte pastel
card, 9�193⁄4in (23�50cm).
This was worked up from a small sketch, done
perched on the cliffs in early summer, and
inspired by the good selection of Jaxell pink
pastels
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work especially well on UArt 400, which is
a paper I am trialling at the moment. 
Although these pastels can be liquefied
with brush and water for underpainting
techniques they are, in my opinion, better
suited to pure pastel work. As with my
normal practice, I used them in
conjunction with other pastel brands and
found that this worked extremely well.
They blend well and coverage is good,
with some of the lights having a
particularly nice opacity.
When starting out with pastels, either as
a student or for a change of medium, a
good selection of colours is an absolute
necessity. Unlike oils or watercolour, a
basic set of 12 colours is not going to give
a reasonable palette and, as handmade

artist-quality pastels can be expensive to
manufacture, a large set is generally a
major investment. Whilst there are plenty
of economical pastel brands on the
market, their quality can often be poor
with a scratchy feel and limited range of
colours due to the cost of some of the raw
materials. I do believe that these cheaper
sets are often what put artists off going
further with the medium as they do not
give a true experience of the pleasure of
using smooth artist quality pastels.
However, I feel that Jaxell Extra Fine
Artists’ Pastels offer a decent spectrum of
lightfast colours that provides a real taste
of the potential this wonderful medium
has to offer the artist. They play well with
other pastel brands and are very
competitively priced. In my opinion, they
would be a good choice for both
newcomer to the medium and for those
looking for a good range of colours at an
affordable price. They come in sets of 15,
30, 60 or the complete set of 90 and, most
importantly, are also available in single
colours. 
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Richard Suckling
studied at Cambridge School of Art
and worked as an Illustrator for a

number of years. He is represented by
Church House Designs, Congresbury, 
www.churchhousedesigns.co.uk; The

Cottage Gallery, Wedmore,
www.thecottagegallery.co.uk 
Out of the Blue, Marazion,

www.outofthebluegallery.com; and
Beyond the Sea Gallery, Padstow,
www.beyondthesea.co.uk

www.richardsuckling.co.uk

p Portscatho Chill Plein Air, Jaxell Extra Fine
Artists’ Pastels, 103⁄4�103⁄4in (27�27cm).
Worked on a board roughly primed with
Colourfix Pastel Primer, this plein-air study
was made using the pastels straight from
their box, on a very cold breezy winter day

For more information about Jaxell Extra
Fine Artists’ Pastels see page 20, or go to
www.greatart.co.ukTA
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��Chief of the Blackfoot,watercolour, 12�10in(30.5�25.5cm).
Here are two portraits of NativeAmerican dancers performingat a ceremonial event at theCalgary Stampede in Canada.Both represent recognisablepeople but their portraits arenot intended to catch theirlikenesses, rather to representthe portrait of their colourfulculture and the decoration thatdefines it. This was, of course,also the purpose of theperformance, so really theseare portraits of a portrait

��Dancer in Waiting,watercolour, 14�10in(35.5�25.5cm).

must be minimal for this kind ofportraiture: my watercolour paletteheld tiny quarter pans, fitted within thepalm of my hand and the sketchpadwas pocket-sized.
Many people love to be painted, sonot all unofficial portraits need bewithout the sitter’s knowledge orconsent. While travelling in India Iwhiled away the tediously long queueswaiting for delayed trains by paintingthe station staff. The small ink andwatercolour sketches soon had thestationmaster and train guards queuingup themselves, and earned me,eventually, a much appreciated carriageupgrade!

Some people are less happy: I waspainting a lady at her fruit stand besideLake Malawi, in Africa, sitting on the

ground quite away from the womanbeside her pineapple stall. Manypeople came by to watch my paintingprogress and soon recognised the ladyrepresented in the painting. The newstravelled fast and the lady demandedpayment. She was placated by thepurchase of pineapples, but thereafterI was careful not to paint someonewithout gaining their permission orpaying a fee. The downside of courseis that all one’s models becometerribly static until they forget you arethere!

Universal portraitureThe painting of a person signifies morethan the sum of their features andsome people carry somethinguniversally relevant within their look or

pose. These people make greatsubjects for painting because theymanage unwittingly to represent acollective group rather than theindividual. Again this perception isundoubtedly subjective but I amalways on the look out for peoplewhose faces or posture express thatsomething other. 
Picasso believed people were thesupreme subject matter for a painter. I think I agree. Every portrait is in someway a painting of each of us and thesignificance of portraiture is self-evident. I hope this series hasencouraged you to paint faces andpeople with more confidence. It is asubject fairly easy to come by andmakes most people happy – surelythat’s enough reason to paint portraits!

‘Many people
love to be
painted, so notall unofficial
portraits need
be without thesitter’s
knowledge or
consent’ 

TA
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��Juarati, oil on canvas, 20�16in(51�40.5cm).
Juarati came from Zimbabwe and was my
model for a short time. My intention in this
painting was not to paint her portrait in
particular but to find a way of using her face
to represent the many African women
sharing her precarious predicament: she was
a single mother, yearning to be independent,
wanting to be visible, to have a voice, and yet
trapped in semi-obscurity. I tried to link the
resignation, accusation and vulnerability in
her facial expression

��Cowboy Junior, watercolour, 10�10in
(25.5�25.5cm).One of my favourite and less serious types of
unofficial portraiture is represented here.
Painting the whole figure, but with the facial
features obscured, is a simple way of
suggesting a universal statement. This image
could be any young boy sitting on the fence,
emulating his father or brother’s classic
cowboy stance. Depending on yourviewpoint it introduces ideas of the wildwest,
the verve of horses, the pioneering spirit, the
crushing of Native American culture or the
circling of barbed wire. When I paint these
kinds of sketches, my mind is concentrating
on painting and following these threads
running through my mind. I really enjoy this
dual mindset

FA C E T I M E :  3  O F  3
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Hazel Soan concludes her series with a look at
other kinds of likeness – quick sketches made in
public spaces, when a likeness is not essential, or
when the face is obscured, the body and pose
forming a recognisable shape

Unofficial portraits

T
he last part of this three-part
series on portraits is about
images I like to term ‘unofficial
portraits’. These are paintings

that portray a particular person’s
likeness, but the story being portrayed
is somewhat wider than the narrative of
the individual, or the portrait has
occurred incidentally and likeness is
therefore not mandatory. In these kinds
of portraits, the model may not even
know they are being painted, the face
may be obscured, or the body and
pose may provide the character.

More than the sum of its parts
The portrait that represents something
other than the person being painted
does need to originate with message or
intention in mind. Imagery that carries a
touch of universality and hints at
something beyond the obvious subject
often comes out through the thought
processes engaged while painting.
Observation and concentration are the
catalysts to meaning, and meanings are
subjective rather than objective. It is
not easy to quantify this quality, but
the viewer, and sometimes the artist,
recognises its presence. Integrity is
intangible, but it is engendered by
purpose and by being unafraid to
include or exclude things in an honest
rather than contrived or obligated
fashion. 

Unofficial models
In unofficial portraiture the sitter does
not need to know they are being

painted. I like the subterfuge this often
entails when painting in populated
venues: the artist’s head nodding in
countless observational assessments
and then the nonchalant look away if
the ‘model’ makes eye contact or starts
to register suspicion! Public places,
stations, cafés, sporting events are all
perfect places for making unofficial

portraits, people sit around and hold
poses for enough time to make quick
watercolours. When I was in college I
would practise painting people on the
London tube and in waiting rooms,
often using pen with watercolour wash,
looking away to another person if the
sitter became curious. Sometimes I
even made a handy sale! Materials

FA C E T I M E :  3  O F  3

Hazel Soan
is a well-known watercolourist and

has studios in London and Cape Town;
she travels widely for her painting.
Hazel is the author of 14 painting

books, has recorded several DVDs and
her work is in private and public
collections, including the National
Portrait Gallery and a number of
embassies. This series of articles

expands the chapter on portraits in her
latest book Learn to Paint People

Quickly, published by Batsford, price
£9.99, ISBN 9781849943949.

Readers can save £2 and enjoy free P&P
when they order from our online

bookshop – see page 62 for details.

��Stations of the Cross, Mary I and II, oil paintings on acrylic stained paper, both 22�15in
(56�38cm).
My sister, Mary, models for me often. I just love painting her but I feel these particular portraits
hold something more profound than just her likeness, hence the title I gave them. While I was
painting I was only concerned with getting the light and shade right, measuring the balance of
tones, making the hands work, choosing which strands of hair to paint – in other words
concentrating on the stuff of painting, but from this concentration some extra level meaning
has emerged

ONLY
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The Artist print edition
comes direct to your home with FREE
postage and you’ll receive £54.60 worth of
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T
o make portraits you’ve got to
have a strong sense of curiosity. 
I need to get to know my subject
and then plan a pose from which

to develop a composition. We choose
clothes together and I photograph
different positions in relation to the
light source. My main aim is to convey
character and create a composition. I
need an idea, even though this starting
point often changes along the way.
Although response to individuality,

gesture and expression arise directly
from the sitter, a portrait is a painting
like any other, made of an abstract
balance of shape, form and colour. It’s
not just a matter of where you place the
figure on the canvas. Every part of the
rectangle is important to the
composition so I choose the canvas size
and proportion with that in mind.

Preparation
Long before I start painting I think
about what pigments would best suit
the subject; a complexion is so
individual, part of a person’s identity
and can determine the colour
atmosphere of the whole painting. Rex’s
skin has no strong colour so I settled for
tonal contrast instead.
At the first sitting I draw a study from

life to explore proportions, and how I
might relate the figure to the rectangle.
I then photocopy the drawing onto
acetate and project that onto the
prepared canvas from an overhead
projector. This allows me to shift the
drawn shapes around on the canvas
and zoom in and out. I don’t want it
crammed in or floating about in the
middle. When it looks right I draw in
the projected lines with charcoal. Why
do I bother with such a procedure? I
change my mind a lot and so need as
much time as I can get with the sitter.
Starting with the scaled drawing in a
considered but changeable position on
the canvas saves a great deal of time.

Practicalities
I prepare unprimed linen canvas from
Russell & Chapple, on Bird & Davis
stretchers, with two coats of Roberson’s

Acrylic Primer. I sometimes add a very
thin coloured underpainting, diluted
with turpentine then wiped roughly
with a cloth. I use various hog-hair
brushes, from 1½in varnish brushes to
size 1 long springy filberts, if I can find
them. If a brush won’t do there’s always
a rag, fingers or a painting knife. I dilute
the paint with distilled turpentine for
broad coverage, then develop it with
less or no medium to build up the
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Juliet Wood describes how she tackled an oil portrait of her grandson,
revealing the challenges that confronted her during the process

Portrait particulars

I thought this portrait of my grandson was
going to be a simple head but he suddenly
revealed a fascination with playing cards, so I
decided he should confront the viewer with a
pack of cards, ambivalent but communicative.
A card trick? Or is he just shuffling the pack?
We both wanted to include the head of his
dad beyond him, painted at a similar age

DEMONSTRATION Rex

t STAGE ONE
Using a 3B pencil I made a drawing in Daler-
Rowney Lyndhurst smooth cartridge pad,
51�38cm. Losing the elbow off the page
allowed space for background shapes to
complete the composition, and it’s more
interesting than a central placing. The
finished drawing was then projected onto my
prepared canvas

surface, ending with a little refined
linseed oil as needed.
I like oil paint. Its richness and varied

drying pace allow you to work into a
painting, wipe off, scrape down, build
up. The different properties of artist-
quality paint – opaque, translucent,
quick or slow drying – can be used to
advantage. Student quality equalises
these differences with dryers and
fillers. The great thing about pigments

u STAGE TWO
My emphasis was on tonal rather
than bright colour contrasts, so
subtle mixtures counted more than
individual colours. I used titanium
white, yellow ochre, burnt sienna,
light red, cerulean blue and
ultramarine. Working fast with
diluted paint I blocked in the basic
form of the head and main areas of
the composition with hog-hair
filberts, Nos. 10 to 4. I corrected the
proportions from the original
drawing, moved the supporting box
to the right to stop it sliding out of
the picture, and then began some
trial and error with background
shapes
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is how they work with each other. I
don’t always use the same palette but
choose pigments to evoke a colour
theme or atmosphere. White dulls as it
lightens. One touch of titanium white
equals several additions of translucent,
cold zinc white; I prefer Old Holland,
Michael Harding or Winsor & Newton.
The remaining pigments are mostly
Winsor & Newton: lemon yellow hue,
cadmium yellow light, yellow ochre, raw
sienna, burnt sienna, light red, Indian
red, cadmium scarlet, cadmium red,
alizarin crimson, permanent rose,
cerulean blue, cobalt blue, French
ultramarine blue, viridian green, raw
umber and ivory black. 

Painting
You often have to begin a portrait
without knowing your sitter at all. I’ve
known Rex from birth but his eyes
seemed incredibly difficult to analyse. 
I try to avoid the unconscious creep
towards looking at details in isolation;
instead I pay attention to how each one
is part of the whole head, keeping the

www.painters-online.co.ukSummer issue 2017artist

p STAGE FOUR
Correcting the jaw proportions brought the likeness into focus. I used
a No. 1 sable for the subtly relating eye shapes. Reflected light helped
to define the jaw in cerulean blue. I developed the hands and cards
(photos help with this transient position) and filled out the rest of the
figure, getting as much warm, cool and tonal variety as possible from
my limited palette. Burnt sienna mixed marvellously with blues for the
shirt but is the last colour I would use on Rex’s face!

p STAGE THREE
I developed the head in simple contrasts: light red, ochre and white
for light planes; cerulean added to these on shadowed planes but with
less white, and shifts between warm and cool, moving between a No.
6 brush and a No. 2. Rex leaned his head back a bit, which slightly
foreshortened the jaw. I thought the eyes would be straightforward
but problems arose that I couldn’t quite identify, let alone explain. I
put in the shirt tones with a large brush (10) using white, ultramarine
and ochre, with ultramarine and burnt sienna darks. I banished one
background picture and added the second portrait: a mix of white,
cerulean, burnt sienna, plus touches of ultramarine, ochre and white.
All darks are burnt sienna with cerulean or ultramarine 

main forms strong while slight changes
of tone and of warm and cool refine the
face. For complicated forms like hands,
the simpler the colour the better: one
or two warms and a cool is enough to
create the structure. Here it’s light red,
yellow ochre, cerulean blue; cadmium
red with raw umber works well for skin
tones that are more pink-based than
yellow. 
At the end of each session I look for

visual ‘questions’ to answer next time,
carefully comparing shapes,
proportions and alignments. If you hit a
likeness too soon you can be afraid to
lose it by developing the painting to a
greater depth. You have to risk that loss
to reach for a deeper likeness, whether
that succeeds or fails. 
I’ve never carried a portrait straight

through without a hitch. But solving
problems is what you do. As the image
comes to life I become more committed.
For the elusive magic of a person’s
identity I’ll to go to any length. I don’t
always find it but I must go as far as I
can until I know I can’t get any closer. 

Juliet Wood
studied at St Albans School of Art and
the Slade School of Art; she taught in
London and Marlborough and was
painting tutor at Swindon School of
Art. Juliet’s portraits are held in the
Royal Society of Edinburgh, many
universities and other public and
private collections, including the

Scottish National Portrait Gallery. She
has exhibited widely with both
portraits and thematic paintings. 

Juliet will be showing at The Chandler
Room, White Horse Bookshop,
Marlborough, in October. See

www.julietwoodportraits.uk and
www.julietwoodmorepaintings.uk  

TA
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p FINISHED PAINTING
Rex, oil on canvas, 22�181⁄4in (56�46cm).
I reduced the contrasts in the second head to
separate the two in space, avoiding
competition between them. Just enough
light red with ultramarine made the purplish

sweater in the background portrait. I slightly
broadened Rex’s head and finalised the hair
shapes with cerulean, burnt sienna, ochre
and white, using a soft mongoose brush
(Escoda No.12). Painting the shirt, I focused
on the solid body, shoulders and arms,

turning towards and away from the light. I
allowed just enough detail in the picture to
take the eye through the composition but no
more. I’d finally found that inscrutable gaze
and the character I’ve known for 17 years.
Likeness had arrived
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There’s more than one way to paint the figure, as Phil Tyler points out.
Here he shows you how to use the measured approach to make

an alla-prima painting in oils

Painting the figure

I
t is true to say that there is no one way
to paint the figure. There are infinite
possibilities, but there are technical
issues to consider. Are you going to

attempt to paint the figure in one sitting,
or are you going to return to the same
model, same pose over a prolonged
period of time? 
If you are going to paint in a single

session (premier coup) you will require
some kind of technique. This of course
will vary according to the choice of
medium used. With the fast-drying nature
of acrylic, different painting techniques
can be used very quickly and combined,
which cannot be replicated in oil paint.
Dry brush and scumbling would be one
example where you would need to leave
an initial layer to dry before working the
next layer on top. Watercolour and
gouache have a physical dimension that
limits the possibilities of what can be
done with them, although they are
incredibly powerful media in their own
right. 
All painting can be simplified into a

series of problems that have to be solved:
drawing, tone, colour and facture.
Another important consideration will be
the support and the ground colour: are

you working on paper, board, metal or
canvas? The texture of the support will
have an impact on the kind of marks you
make and the flow of paint across the
surface. You may enjoy the drag of a
canvas or the absorbency of the paper, or
you may require a surface that's slick.
Brushes will have an impact too, whether
soft or stiff, the bristles will leave less or
more paint on the surface. Equally the
opacity of the paint, whether it's applied
directly from the tube, or mixed with
medium that can make it flow more or
give it a much more buttery feel, will have
an impact on the physical experience of
the painting. In this article I am focusing
on the use of oil paint and one approach
to the problem.

The measured approach
With alla-prima painting there are three
fundamentally different approaches to
the same problem and they can be
summarised by the idea of finding the
drawing or filling the drawing. As a
comparison, it is useful to think about a
measured drawing and tonal drawing
with charcoal. With the measured
drawing, careful attention is given to the
placement of the figure within the space,

DEMONSTRATION Laura

MATERIALS
l Oil paints: titanium white, yellow

ochre, cadmium red, ultramarine, raw
umber, black

l  Liquin

l  Brushes (rounds and flats), rags

l  Supports 

l Acrylic colours to create a coloured
ground

DRAW:  5  O F  6

u STAGE ONE
Raw umber was diluted with Zest-it and
mapped out onto the MDF board, primed
with cardinal red acrylic 

whereas in a charcoal drawing, areas of
tone are blocked in, moving the charcoal
around to find out and lock down the
position of the figure. 
With this approach the figure is first

drawn out on the canvas or board using a
pencil, charcoal or a brush using very
dilute paint. A brush should be able to
hold a point, but have enough spring to
move the paint around with precision.
Any earth colour will do as long as it’s
darker than the ground colour, so raw or
burnt umber is great, or an accent colour
like ultramarine could also be used. 
Take care to plot the figure accurately,

paying particular attention to
foreshortening and composition. Once
the figure has been placed, the focus
shifts to tone. Thin transparent layers of
dark can be applied, rather like a notan.
Think of your darks as thin and they will
retain luminosity, especially if applied to a
coloured ground. Your lights can be
applied thickly, giving weight and mass to
the form, but with an underpinning
drawing, you can place your colour with
confidence. It is worthwhile thinking
tonally first, before considering the
relative warmth or coolness of your
colour. By considering the temperature of
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t It’s important to
keep your colours
clean – attach a roll
of Cellophane to a
table top by first
wetting the table.
The Cellophane can
easily be replaced
when it fills up

p STAGE TWO
Raw umber, again mixed with more Zest-it,
was used to create tonal areas. The darks
were blocked in first, rather like a notan

p STAGE THREE
White was added, mixing it with a little yellow ochre

p STAGE FOUR
More work was done to modify the tones of the image, by adding a bit more colour. This time
red comes into play

your hues you can begin to experiment
with your palette, finding a colour
equivalent for the colour you see. A
limited palette is really useful in that it
reduces the choices made available to
you, it forces you to mix much more and
find a more coherent range of colours on
your painting. Anders Zorn used only
white, black, yellow ochre and red.
As you work wet-in-wet, the colour can

be modified by being decisive with your
painting. Do not work the colour too
much on the surface once it has been
placed, as this can muddy your painting.
Using different viscosities can be
advantageous, in particular using more
Liquin in the latter stages. Liquin comes in
a variety of viscosities, for thin glazes
(light gel) and thick impasto (oleopasto),
as well as original and fine detail.
One of the great advantages of alla

prima is that everything dries at the same
rate so there should be no potential
hazards with cracking, which occurs when
earlier layers of paint dry at different rates
to later ones. If a board is primed with
acrylic or gesso and sanded down, any
marks made can be very easily removed
with a rag, which lends itself to a more
gestural direct approach, adding and
subtracting the colours and the tones. If
the support is very absorbent, it becomes
more difficult to manoeuvre the drawing
once it's placed, so a more precise
drawing is a good way to start. Having
said that, paper can be covered with a
layer of oil first, and an unprimed board
can have a layer of medium applied to it.
One thing to consider with oil paint is the
notion of touch – carefully place the
colour and be forthright in your mark
making. That way you will retain the
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p STAGE FIVE
Blue and black were added to the mix and consideration given to the local colour of the figure
and its relative temperature

q FINISHED PAINTING
Laura, oil on board, 8�113⁄4in (20�30cm).
The finished alla-prima study made using a
measured approach

freshness of your paint and colour. The
more the paint is manoeuvred on the
surface, once it's been placed, the
muddier your colour becomes. If that is
the case then it is also useful to consider
removing excess paint from your image,
either with scraping off the excess with a
palette knife, or tonking the painting with
the use of absorbent paper. 

In a continuation of this article, Phil Tyler
demonstrates how to find the figure
though paint, without a preliminary
drawing. Go to www.painters-
online.co.uk/articles-tips-advice then
navigate to techniques, alla prima.

Philip Tyler’s
practice involves painting, drawing,
printmaking, photography, collage,
digital image and writing. He exhibits

widely, including with the Royal Institute
of Oil Painters, ING Discerning Eye, and
the Lynn Painter-Stainers Prize. His work
is in public and private collections in the
UK and overseas. Philip is represented by
Northcote Contemporary Art London,
The Harbour Gallery Portscatho and

Zimmer Stewart Gallery Arundel. His first
book Drawing and Painting the Nude: A

course of 50 lessons was published by The
Crowood Press in 2015.

It is important that you experiment. Play
with the medium, the brush type and size
and the support; try to retain the pure
excitement and joy of using paint and
working directly from the figure. The
more you work the more you are able to
interpret and, ultimately, translate
photographs into something that has the
same excitement. Enjoy the journey. TA
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E
very time I approach a painting
my first thought is what do I
want to get across? Some days
it may be patterns or colour but

my overriding feeling is always that my
subject is wild, unpredictable and full
of movement – and that's what I aim to
achieve in my work. 
My style is impressionistic. I prefer to
lay pure clean mixes of colour next to
and over each other. Brushstrokes are
expressive, prominent marks allowed to
take centre stage without smoothing
out the edges of each stroke with
blending techniques. 
Acrylics are perfect for this way of
painting as the paint dries quickly, so
while I work my way around the canvas,
areas will be dry by the time I get to my
next layer. The wide range of acrylic
colours available gives me the option
of using colour straight from the tube,
or creating colour mixes of my own. 
I need my colours to be opaque
because I layer marks in my technique,

and the easiest way to achieve opaque
effects is to use the paint as neat as
possible. 
I only use water to dampen my brush
before it picks up paint, as too much
water on the brush will wash away
pigment and produce transparent,
watery washes.

Painting movement 
Being able to paint movement is to
understand how nature is perceived in
the wild. It's normally from a distance
and constantly on the move. I do most
of my paintings in my studio but I’ve
done enough sketching outdoors to
understand that in order to capture
something moving, you need to work
quickly and put in just the right amount
of information to make it recognisable.
It can be difficult to avoid overstating
details if you can’t resist doing ‘a bit
more’, so time yourself. Give yourself
30 to 50 minutes of solid painting then
stop. Whether you like the end result or

not, no doubt the sense of urgency you
have imparted in your painting will
have already created something that
has a lot of movement to it.
I was taught that photos should not be
used as a tool for painting. The danger
is if you become a slave to the photo
you may lose the spontaneity that will
create the energy and movement in
your work. You have to remind yourself
that although you were lucky enough to
capture a moment forever, in real time
it was probably just a fleeting glimpse. 

Working with an outline 
Some people find it easier to start with
a recognisable shape, which is perfectly
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Marie Antoniou reveals how she uses bold brushmarks and
clean colours to achieve a sense of movement in her abstracted,

impressionistic wildlife paintings

Animals in motion

p Swans of Mistley, acrylic, 28�35in
(71�89cm).
Marks give a strong sense of movement in
the water while the swans are almost lit up
across the centre of the canvas with light
tints, which break into the water, indicating
reflections
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p STAGE THREE
Once areas of paint had dried I used a 1in
brush and a lighter mix of cerulean blue,
yellow ochre and plenty of white to make
directional marks within the bird area.
Orange tones were introduced, made from
burnt sienna, yellow ochre and white to
create warmth within the bird. Returning to
my 2in brush I used phthalo green with
more white to create a lighter tint of the
original colours used in the upper area
around the bird and, in the lower area, a
lighter tint of cerulean blue and white to
give a sense of depth and also fill areas of
space while still allowing darker tones to
come through

guide and will be painted over by the
end, anyway.

Movement through marks 
As a wild hare might dart around in
various directions in an open field, I
will do the same on canvas, making
sure marks are energised, spontaneous
and not too predictable. I have a lot of
students who come to my workshops to
loosen up their style. As soon as they
start being a little bit more expressive,
their own personalities start to shine
through their work. Tapping into your
own emotions helps to bring life and
movement to the subject you paint. 
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DEMONSTRATION Flying Tern

p STAGE ONE
The canvas was primed with a mix of phthalo green with white.
I then loosely sketched the shape of the bird with a 1in brush
using pure phthalo green

p STAGE TWO
Using a 2in brush, I mixed a light tint of phthalo green, yellow ochre and
white and filled the upper area around the bird using directional
brushstrokes; for the lower half of the painting I used a mix of process cyan
and white. The brushstrokes were allowed to break into the shape of the bird

acceptable, but an outline can appear
tense – lines become hard and solid.
There is also the issue that once an
outline is in place, you may become
precious and start painting neatly up to
the edge of it. Again, time yourself –
this initial outline should only take a
few minutes. Use a brush rather than a
pencil; we have ultimate control when
we hold a pencil, we have a firm grip
and movements are limited to our hand
and wrist. Using a brush utilises
movement from the elbow to the whole
arm, creating a more fluid line. 
Break out of the shape – once you
have your outline loosely in place,
don't be too precious about painting
up to the edges. Allow yourself to break
in and out of the shape as this will help
to create a sense of movement as you
progress with the painting. 
Your initial outline is only meant as a

MATERIALS
l Daler-Rowney System 3 acrylic paints:
Phthalo green
Burnt sienna
Yellow ochre
Process cyan
Cerulean blue
Titanium white
Deep violet
Process yellow
Cadmium red
Daler-Rowney artist-quality stretched
canvas 

l Liquitex flat head brushes, 1in and 2in

l  Mixing tray, kitchen roll

TA
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p FINISHED PAINTING
Flying Tern, acrylic, 18�24in (45.5�61cm). 
With pure mixes of burnt sienna and deep
violet I intensified the dark areas of the head
then strengthened the shape with a loose
flicking motion using a 1in brush. Where

Marie Antoniou
teaches drawing and painting, privately
and in adult education classes. She

exhibits widely, and has been selected
for The Society of Wildlife Artists’

annual exhibition, the David Shepherd
Wildlife Artist of the Year, the BBC

Wildlife Artist of the Year competition
and won many awards. Maria

contributed to the acrylics section of
Artist’s Painting Techniques, published
by Dorling Kindersley, price £20, ISBN
9780241229453. For more information
about Marie’s workshops, and to see

more of her work, visit
www.marieantoniou.com

strong sunlight falls on the bird’s back, I used
process yellow with plenty of white with
gentle flicks of the brush. Pure mixes of
process yellow and burnt sienna were applied
around the upper part of the bird to create an

p STAGE FOUR
Using a 1in brush and various mixes of deep violet, burnt sienna and white I placed tints in the
body and wings of the bird, still using directional marks, next to and on top of earlier marks. 
A pure mix of cadmium red and burnt sienna was loosely blocked in to indicate the legs, beak
and head

area of warmth, still using a 1in brush and, 
in the lower area, I mixed a lighter version of
the earlier mix of cerulean blue, yellow ochre
and white. Directional marks were continued
to maintain the overall energy of the painting
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Martin Kinnear examines ways to harness digital technology
and use it to best advantage when painting in your studio

Wet paint and pixels

B
efore I’m lynched by
traditionalists, I’d just like to
say that technology is simply
another creative tool.

Caravaggio knew it, Hockney embraces
it and so, in my opinion, should you.

Optical technology
Painting is a form of visual art and, like
any visual art, visualising devices may
be used. For most of recorded history
this meant lenses, cameras and
projectors; however, in the last decade
the potential for smartphones and
tablets to be visualising tools has been
realized, and it is here that I suggest
you direct your attention. First, however,
let’s look at traditional optical devices. 

Project or draw?
The projected image is an anathema to
almost every classically trained artist
because of the three to five years it
takes them to painstakingly learn how
an illusion of form may be created
through sight-size drawing. Of course
that training embraces many things, not
least a deeper understanding of the

modelling of form that cannot be
gleaned from a fascicle outline sketch,
yet many artists in the past embraced
projection and tracing technology.
To understand why I want you to think

about drawing and its role in painting,
the answer to that question will inform
you of the role of technology in your
work. By drawing I mean the creation of
an accurate, proportional two-
dimensional image of an object in
detail, as opposed to sketching, which
is getting the proportions and sense of
an image in as economic manner as
possible. 
If you want to create perfectly

proportional classical grisaille paintings
or illustrations then you absolutely
should devote lots of time, energy and
concentration to observational drawing,
because it will give you the base you
need to create those things. Projection
is not for you. It does not follow,
however, that a careful drawing
approach will be useful for more
gestural work. Indeed as Picasso and
Matisse were at pains to point out, the
academic, methodical and painstaking

habit of observing and drawing that
they were taught is a sure way to curtail
creative or gestural working-up.
My view? Illustrators and realist

painters should use observational
drawing; expressionist painters and
creative artists should sketch as
gesturally as possible. With that in
mind, let’s turn to optical devices. 

Optical magic 
From a plate of glass to a wire grid to
carbon paper to the camera obscura
and projector, the role of optical
devices is to help artists get things
down to scale and in proportion more
quickly than if they were working
methodically with sight-size
techniques.
If you need to interrogate an object to

truly understand its external form, then
avoid these things like the plague;
however if you just want a quick way in
to a gestural painting, give them a go,
with this caveat – don’t let the device
make creative choices for you. 
Traditionally you have several

options, from a full-blown camera

O I L  PA I N T I N G  T E C H N I Q U E S :  4  O F  5

p Soft Sunset, Norfolk, iPad Pro digital concept sketch for an oil painting made using Sketchbook Pro
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obscura (a dark room into which an
image is projected through a pinhole –
and good luck recreating that in your
spare room) to the much more practical
camera lucida – a simple lens system
that creates an optical superimposition
of the subject being viewed on the
surface on which you draw. 
More prosaically you can grid up,

although I’ve always viewed that more
as an abdication of the need to observe
while sketching than anything else, or
use an office projector of some kind.
Projectors are by far the most useful,
flexible and practical option for modern
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painters and, linked to a laptop, help
to transpose some of your digital ideas
onto the painting support very easily.
When selecting a projector for this
purpose look for one with high lumens
(so you can work in something other
than pitch darkness), good contrast,
and a decent lens that will enable you
to enlarge an image to a considerable
size. Finally, don’t forget that a digital

p Old Mill and Bridge, iPad Pro digital concept sketch for an oil made using
Sketchbook Pro

p From Darkness, iPad Pro digital concept sketch
for an oil made using Sketchbook Pro

‘Smartphones and tablets are not just
imaging devices, but enablers of creativity’

projector is useless without a digital
input, so check that your laptop,
memory cards or devices work with it.   

Digital sketching 
Since the late Renaissance, optical
technology has been all about allowing
artists to get their preparatory work
down more quickly, accurately and
easily than drawing alone, but that’s all

p Tree over a Distant Dale, iPad Pro digital
concept sketch for an oil made using
Sketchbook Pro

u Winter Sunlight, iPad Pro digital concept
sketch for an oil made using Sketchbook Pro
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Martin Kinnear
is a professional oil painter and

Course Director at the Norfolk Painting
School which offers courses for painters

new to oils as well as practising oil
painters. Find out more at

www.norfolkpaintingschool.com or 
call Jane on 01485 528588 or via

jane@norfolkpaintingschool.com

changed in the last decade.  
Smartphones and tablets are not just

imaging devices, but enablers of
creativity. It’s not just possible to
transpose an image to be painted now,
but to create and visualise a whole
painting digitally before considering
traditional media. The range of software
available for this very purpose is
staggering, and broadly falls into two
categories:
•  Manipulation software
Apps that allow you to recolour, distort,
enhance or otherwise alter an inputted
image fall under this category. For a
painter, the main benefit of these
programs is that they quickly allow you
run ‘what if’ scenarios; for example, you
can adjust the contrast, saturation or

cast in images of your work to see if it
could be altered or improved without
picking up a brush. Digital auto-
painting programs also fall into this
category, and while most are just a bit
of fun, they can stimulate new ideas if
you run otherwise uninspiring images
through them. The key benefit of
manipulation software is that it allows
you to quickly visualise new and often
unexpected ideas. Used well, this can
stimulate creativity.  
•  Origination software
Apps that allow you to sketch directly
into them to create images from scratch
are designed to replicate the processes
of drawing or painting. David Hockney
famously uses these as part of his
process, and it’s very exciting to use a

Next month: Flat pattern and atmospheric
perspective 

tablet to create an original work directly
from a subject. Modern software is
designed to replicate some of the ‘feel’
and ‘variability’ you get from traditional
media, so the creative results can be
quite convincing. The key benefit of
origination software is just that – it’s a
valid creative tool, just like any other
media in your studio. Most modern
apps allow for some degree of
crossover – for instance, to input
photos or create original work that’s in
an app and then alternately manipulate
or work creatively over them. 

From input to output
While there’s no question that the
creation of digital art is the most
exciting development in recent years,
the key consideration for painters is
how best to use this in conjunction with
a traditional ‘wet’ studio. 
Digital creation is a wonderful adjunct

to traditional sketching, and I embrace
it as part of my process; optical aids are
less useful for me, as I strive for
ambiguity and imperfection in my
works, although I can see the benefit for
more figurative painters. Moreover,
screens emit light, so the colours and
luminance of the images on them isn’t
directly comparable to what you can
achieve with actual media. If you love
what you create on your device, then
show it in the media it was created in,
or transfer it as Hockney does, to print. 
There are no definitive answers here,

but one truth – the lens does not see
as we do and devices certainly don’t
recall images in the way our memory
does. Human partiality and personal
bias is the point of painting. 

p Pen Y Ghen in Snow, iPad Pro digital concept sketch for an oil made using Sketchbook Pro

p Kenyan Light, iPad Pro digital concept sketch for an oil made using Sketchbook Pro

TA
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T
he most dedicated and single
minded of the French
Impressionists, Claude Monet,
devoted his life to landscape

painting. Monet was brought up on the
beautiful Normandy coast, and painted
wonderfully evocative artworks of the
beaches, cliffs and sea surrounding his
home. As a teenager, I recognised a
similar landscape with light-filled
seascapes in my own childhood
environment of west Cornwall. Like
Monet I was surrounded by beaches,
cliffs and the sea, and the light in Monet's
works captured the same light that I
was used to. I was captivated by Monet's
work and seized every opportunity to
find out more about the artist.

I was familiar with the Newlyn Schools’
plein-air studies of working fishermen
and their families but the Monets that I
discovered in library books were
different; gone were the Victorian
leather browns and slate greys of many
of the Newlyn School works. Instead a
kaleidoscopic range of bright, vivid
colour filled the Monet canvases.
Attention to detail was replaced by

brushstrokes filled with movement and
energy. To me, the Monet paintings
simply pulsed with life. Honfleur
painter Eugene Boudin was the artist
that took Monet under his wing,
encouraging him to paint outdoors and
on location. ‘Everything that is painted
directly and on the spot always has a
force, a power, a vivacity of touch that is
not to be found in studio work,’ Boudin
stated. And I, as a teenage amateur,
finding my way, found this to be true.

Those ideas and concepts of brisk and
vigorous brushstrokes and of rapid
plein-air work found their way into my
own creative artwork, and even now,
whether working outdoors or in the
studio, I can't help myself but to work
quickly, with passion.

Monet wasn't the first to work
regularly out of doors but he was
certainly the first to work in this way on
such an ambitious scale and make the
en plein air ethos central to his life. My
own life by the sea has taught me to
observe and try to capture the
elements of nature in as many ways as
possible. The sea is never the same

twice and for me Monet was able to
capture these fleeting effects better
than anyone. His treatment of water
was completely original; he made no
attempt to portray each ripple or wave,
instead deciding to use blocks of colour
to portray reflections, shadows and
highlights. Monet was representing
what the eye sees instead of what we
know is there.

As Monet put it ‘When you go out to
paint, try to forget what objects you
have in front of you, a tree, a field...
Merely think, here is a little square of
blue, here an oblong of pink, here a
little streak of yellow, and paint it just
as it looks to you, the exact colour and
shape, until it gives your own naïve
impression of the scene.’

So, let’s gather our materials and
create a Monet-inspired painting.
We’d love to see your paintings so
email your results to us (no larger
than 2MB) to dawn@tapc.co.uk, with
GM6 in the subject line, by July 28.
Each month I’ll comment on your
paintings on PaintersOnline.

INSPIRED BY.........

Glyn Macey
studied graphic design and marketing at Falmouth School of Art.
He is the author of several books, including Acrylics Unleashed and

Glyn Macey’s World of Acrylics, both available from our online
bookstore*, and has made several films. Glyn has completed
commissions for many clients, including high street retailers,
Greenpeace, the RNLI and UNICEF; he is currently working on a
series of documentaries entitled Vanishing Britain. His paintings
can be seen in a number of galleries around the UK. Glyn’s acrylics
workshop is a package of home tutorials – for full details of this, his

other products and more examples of his work, view:
www.glynmaceystudio.com and www.glynmacey.co.uk

* www.painters-online.co.uk/store and click on the link to books.

Monet
Glyn Macey concludes his series
with a plein-air painting inspired by
the works of Claude Monet
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YOU’LL NEED
l Acrylic paper, A3

l 4B pencil

l Acrylic paints: cadmium yellow,
cerulean blue, ultramarine, burnt
umber, titanium white

l Brushes: No. 4 flat, No. 2 round, 
No. 8 filbert

p STAGE ONE
Following Monet's example, I chose a coastal
location for a plein-air painting; I made a
simple outline drawing of the basic cliff
formations using a 4B pencil on acrylic paper 

p STAGE TWO 
I began by blocking in a touch of cerulean
blue, mixed with a little water to the
consistency of single cream, into the sea area.
I deliberately allowed the brush to run out of
paint and therefore leave white areas of the
paper to gleam through

p STAGE THREE
After washing a touch of cadmium yellow
over the bottom half of the cerulean, I mixed
the blue and yellow together with a little
white. The white adds an opacity that is
otherwise difficult to achieve. I made sure
that my brushstrokes were confident and
followed the simple shapes of the water

p STAGE FOUR
Using the same cerulean blue mix, I added
white to create a simple sky colour

p STAGE FIVE
I used the same sky mix to add extra movement
to the sea, as well as adding just a touch more
of the blue to brighten and darken the tones

p STAGE SIX
I decided to use a neat ultramarine to
describe the cliffs in shadow. This paint was
applied straight from the tube using buttery
strokes

p STAGE SEVEN
I used more calligraphic brushstrokes to take
the dark ultramarine blue down into the
foreground. Larger mark-making techniques
helped with a sense of depth

p STAGE EIGHT
I mixed a subtle lilac using ultramarine and
rose to help describe the mid-tones in the
painting. Again, I was careful to use looser
strokes in the foreground

t STAGE NINE
Cerulean and cadmium yellow were mixed to
give me a green. At this stage I felt that the
green was too bright and unnatural, but this
was an easy issue to remedy

u STAGE TEN
Adding ultramarine to the bright green mix
gave me rich, shadowy tones, perfect for
describing implied loose details in the
foreground

DEMONSTRATION
Kynance Cove
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p STAGE ELEVEN
It was time to ramp up the darks, so I mixed a
touch of burnt umber with ultramarine to
create a rich, deep dark. I used this new mix
to darken shadows in the cliffs and ‘bounced’
my brush across the foreground area using
brushstrokes directed to draw the viewer’s
eye into the painting. Notice how the darks
on the edge of the foreground help to make
the sparkling sea sing

q STAGE TWELVE
Highlights were added to the beach area and
cliffs using the lilac with added white. The
marks were still reasonably large, as fussy
detail could confuse the eye

p STAGE THIRTEEN
To bring the painting together a wash of
watered-down dark mix (ultramarine and
burnt umber) was glazed over the
foreground, adding implied detail without
being too descriptive. Secondly, neat
titanium white was added to the sea to
describe the foam and breaking waves. Note
that I tried to keep my brushstrokes following
the plane of the waves

p FINISHED PAINTING
Kynance Cove, acrylic on paper, 10�12in (25.5�30.5cm).
Finally, a watery mix of ultramarine and just a touch of umber was bounced around the surface of the sea to create the shadows on the waves as
well as the shadowed areas under the cliffs. I didn’t feel the need to overwork this subject. Immediacy is key for plein-air work, and less can
certainly be more
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Michele Del Campo tried out the new
Winsor & Newton Professional Cotton Canvas
featuring the Pro-Stretcher and discovered
how this high-quality product can take your
work ‘to the next level’

A modern canvas
for professionals

I
t had been a long time since I had
painted on a small (40�30cm) textured
cotton canvas, as I am more used to
working on bigger, smooth linen

canvases. However the new Winsor &
Newton Professional Cotton Canvas
featuring the Pro-Stretcher has surprised
me for its versatility and a whole bunch of
qualities that can positively take an artist's
work to the next level. 

This is a high-quality product. The
stretcher bars are thick and sturdy; the
canvas is stapled on the back, which
leaves the sides clean; and the innovative
system of corner key wedges, named Pro-
Stretchers, allows the canvas to be
perfectly tensioned. But there are
qualities that are not at first noticeable to
the eye, those that are found during the
painting process and afterwards, when
the painting is analysed.  

A canvas for the professional
The canvases come in linen, cotton and
cotton smooth. The choice of surface
depends on the style and preference of
the artist. I usually paint on pre-primed
smooth linen canvas and I tested a
medium grain 100 per cent cotton canvas.
This is prime-quality cotton, more
affordable than linen but still with the
same archival qualities. It is coated with
acid-free sizing and primed with a highly
pigmented titanium dioxide acrylic gesso,
which is suitable for both acrylic and oil
colours. The heavy-duty solid pine stretcher
bars keep the canvas taught, but are
especially suitable for more modern types
of paintings where the sides are painted
as a continuation of the work (right). 

The traditional system of wooden corner

wedges has been replaced by innovative
plastic devices called Pro-Stretchers,
which allow you to regulate the tension
with a screwdriver. This is handy,
especially when transporting work from
the studio to an art fair, gallery, or
customer. The change of humidity and
temperature that the painting goes
through in these circumstances can make
the canvas too floppy or too tense on the
stretcher bars, so the ease with which the
tension can be adjusted with the Pro-
Stretcher is a great feature.  

A ready-primed canvas is the best
solution for the artist who has little time
and needs to spend their energies on the
creative process. I found the Winsor &
Newton Pro-Stretcher Canvas favours the
alla-prima or wet-on-wet technique, as
the paint took slightly longer to absorb.
Of course traditional layering and glazing
techniques, where the first layer needs to
be dried before the application of the
following layers, can be used, but the
longer drying times will suit professional
artists who work on more than one
painting at a time. 

This phenomenon can be used to
advantage for the painterly qualities of
thin against thick colours, and also for
blending wet-into-wet to produce certain
passages of tones or colours. As
transformations take place during the first
half hour or so after the thinned paint is
applied, surprise effects are always part of
the game. The biggest advantage of
slower drying is that by the end of the
painting there will be fewer areas of
‘sunken colours’ – those areas where the
dark tones lose depth, becoming greyer
and duller as oil is absorbed by the

priming layer. You will also need thicker
paint and softer brushes if painting with
the typical speed of alla-prima.

The texture
The medium grain surface offers a very
silky feel, so it is a pleasure to work on.
The canvas has a good tooth to retain
thicker colour, and it creates interesting
textures when interacting with the
brushwork. The use of a thinner might
come in handy when individual
brushstrokes need to leave a longer trail,
when the gesture is an important part of
the aesthetics. The other solution is to
pick up a thicker quantity of pure colour
in order to leave longer brushmarks.
Another advantage that I noticed of a
textured surface over a smoother one is
that colours are more easily worked with
a brush on top of other wet colours,
without too much blending (a softer
brush is advisable for this). Also, when
covering a mistake, or repainting an area,
the general texture offers a better
camouflage and those unpleasant ghosts
of deleted elements in a painting lose
their impact (scratching them off with a
palette knife helps too on fine grain, but
not completely). 

Winsor & Newton has introduced an
excellent new range of canvases for the
professional. The medium grain cotton I
used offers big advantages to painters in
oil, in particular those who like using the
alla-prima technique. 

For more information about the Winsor &
Newton Professional Pro Cotton Canvas
featuring the Pro-Stretcher, please see 
page 72.

Controllable tension: Winsor &
Newton’s innovative Pro-Stretcher
device allows the canvas to be
perfectly tensioned 

TA
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DEMONSTRATION The First Sun

t I drew the figure
straight on with a brush
dipped in a colour thinned
with white spirit to
establish the proportions
and the general forms –
nothing too precise

u I then used the
intuitive and spontaneous
alla-prima technique with
thick paint to find the
edges and define the forms
directly with the colours. 
I had not been patient
enough to wait for the
drawing lines to dry, so
some of the external lines
of the drawing were diluted
and eaten away by the
colour

t FINISHED PAINTING
The First Sun, oil on Winsor & Newton
Professional Cotton Canvas featuring the 
Pro-Stretcher, 153⁄4�113⁄4in (40�30cm).
I would like to point out the usefulness and
the beauty of the drybrush glazing
technique. I painted the shadow of the leaves
too dark and needed to lighten them,
especially in comparison with the shadow of
the girl, who is closer to the background. 
I used a drybrush technique to leave just
enough light paint on the top of the grained
surface to produce the effect of a transparent
glaze, but without really being transparent
like a thinned and uniform glaze. This
technique would not work very well on a
smoother canvas, as the brushstrokes would
probably cover too much of the underneath
colour

u Here you
can see I have
painted the
sides of the
canvas as a
continuation of
the work
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B
eaches and coastal landscapes
make wonderful locations for
subject matter, from panoramic
vistas of sand, sea and sky, to

colourful sails, windbreaks, parasols
and figures. Rain or shine, there is a
heightened clarity of light by the coast,

reflecting off the sea and wet sand,
which in turn creates mood and
inspiring light effects. Watercolour, with
its transparency and infinite mark-
making potential, is my preferred
medium for expressing the light,
movement, reflections and transient
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Paul Weaver demonstrates how the transparency of
watercolour is perfect for capturing the light, atmosphere and

colourful activity of the seaside

Beach scenes in
watercolour

q Enjoying the View, watercolour on
Bockingford Rough, 140lb (300gsm),
10�10in (25.5�25.5cm).
I was inspired by the light shining through
the fabric of the deckchairs and how the deep
shadows defined their sunlit structure
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effects of the weather experienced at
the beach.

Choosing a subject
Arriving at a new location can be a little
daunting and chaotic at first glance. I’ll
usually start with a quick walk about
with a sketchbook and camera, getting
a feel for the place and noting effects
such as the light on the sea, the glossy
wet sand reflecting figures at the water’s
edge, colourful windbreaks and beach
tents glowing when backlit by the sun. 
A scene can be sharp and sparkling

one moment, soft, hazy and delicate
the next. On a sunny day, my eye is
drawn to the strong tonal contrasts –
brightly lit rocks, beach huts, parasols
and tents viewed against dark shadows,
as well as human activity. Figures are a
valuable element for conveying scale,
distance and movement. 
There are invariably too many

possibilities to tempt the eye, so where
do you start? For me, the quality of
light is often the deciding factor and
how I can use the shapes in front of me
to convey its effects. If venturing onto
the sand, I make sure I’m not setting up
on soft ground and also check the tide
times to avoid getting wet feet!  If the
sun is shining, I try to keep the paper
shaded, either by facing the light or
having it come from the side. This
prevents glare on the paper, allows for
better judgement of tone and hopefully
provides better modelling on the subject. 
A grey, wet day can also provide

exciting subjects although suitable

www.painters-online.co.uk Summer issue 2017 53artist

p Donkey Rides, watercolour on Saunders
Waterford High White Rough, 140lb
(300gsm), 13�18in (33�45.5cm).
The silhouettes of the foreground donkeys
and figures emphasised the aerial
perspective with the distant pier and
sparkling light on the sea

cover is crucial when working in
watercolour. I’ve sheltered under the
awnings on Sidmouth sea front,
painting the cliffs fading into the mist
and rain with good results, whilst the
silhouettes of figures and boats set
against a bleak, windswept sky at

‘A scene can be sharp and sparkling one
moment, soft, hazy and delicate the next’ 

p Repairing Boats, Budleigh Salterton, watercolour on Bockingford Rough, 140lb (300gsm),
7�10in (18�25.5cm).
A bleak, grey day can still provide interesting subjects! My eye was drawn to the light boat
against the darker one and the working figures provide a sense of scale
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Budleigh Salterton made another great
subject.

Equipment
Whether painting onsite or in the
studio, my basic watercolour kit is the
same, the main variables being the
easel and size of paper I work at. When
outdoors, I favour a lightweight,
telescopic easel, while in the studio the
heavier, wooden box easel is handy for
holding larger boards for a full imperial
sheet if required. For plein-air work I go
no larger than 12�16in, preferring
Saunders Waterford Rough, 300gsm
High White gummed blocks. This allows
for a 10�14in study or smaller. The
smaller paper size ensures I’m not so
vulnerable to being blown away by the
wind and also have a better chance of

completing a painting in an hour and a
half, after which the light will have
changed.
I use a limited palette of tube colours

and a lightweight, aluminium
watercolour box. The essentials are raw
sienna, burnt sienna, raw umber, light
red, alizarin crimson, viridian, Winsor
yellow, cobalt and ultramarine blue. I
occasionally use permanent rose,
magenta and cadmium orange or red
for a bright accent.
Brushes are kept to a minimum. A size

30 synthetic with a rapier point, made
to my own specification, is used for the
majority of the painting. The ‘Freestyle’
brush allows me to change from broad
masses to details without stopping – a
big advantage when painting onsite.
Water pot, kitchen towel, viewfinder,

cartridge sketchbook, 4B pencil and
putty rubber complete the list.

Interpreting the elements
At the beach a lot of different elements
come together in one place, including
landscape, water, animals, buildings,
boats and people, so some experience
in life drawing, perspective, structure,
interpreting texture and the transient
forms of clouds and reflections is
useful. As a representational painter. 
I am inspired by the real world and
want to capture an impression of the
scene in front of me. 
Once I have established the subject

and composition, I regard the image as
a pattern of abstract shapes, and ask
myself the following: Are the shapes
light or dark? Soft, broken or sharp-

W AT E R C O L O U R
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DEMONSTRATION Bright Afternoon, Carbis Bay

STAGE ONE TOP LEFT
Combining my onsite sketches and photos, I
developed a final tonal sketch. I wanted to
convey the bright sunlight, using the
translucent, backlit windbreak and figure as
the focal point

STAGE TWO ABOVE
I sketched the main elements in 4B pencil and
established the light and mid-tones in the
first wash. Working wet-in-wet from the top
down with raw sienna, permanent rose and
cerulean blue, I lifted the sunbeams out with
a damp brush and spattered the foreground
with water to create some texture

STAGE THREE LEFT
Once dry, the background hill was washed in
with permanent magenta, raw sienna and
ultramarine. This shape is very important:
soft edges at the top convey the hazy light
whilst sharp edges below define the
foreground elements of rooftops, figures,
tents and windbreaks
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edged? Warm or cool in colour
temperature? Fluid or rough in texture?
This dictates the painting process,
where light areas need to be reserved,
what needs to be painted wet-into-wet
or where dry brush and texture is
required. Broad masses such as the sky,
distant ocean or reflections on the sand
are usually soft and fluid. I develop
these with controlled wet washes,
maintaining shapes with heavier
pigment or lifting out to create clouds
and highlights. 
A rocky headland, pebble beach or

tumbling surf can be more textured in
definition and surface, so I use
combinations of dragged brush and
splattering with water and paint on
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damp and dry paper to develop these
areas. Windbreaks and deckchairs are
great for introducing a splash of colour
and create dramatic light effects when
viewed against the sun. Careful
observation of tone is important. A red
umbrella in direct sunlight might
appear to be a very bright red, but with
the sun behind it the colour can
become a deep burgundy. Always paint
what you see, not what you know!
Figures require careful drawing as we

are so familiar with these forms. If
proportions are wrong, it will show and I
find that plenty of life drawing and
sketching friends and family is time
well spent. The watercolour technique I
use most when painting figures is
controlled wet-in-wet. Starting on dry
paper, I block in the skin tones and the
general mass of the figure with flat
washes. Before this dries, I quickly
suggest details such as hair and the
folds in clothing with thicker pigment.
This allows for subtle modelling, lifting
out highlights where required. I then
dampen areas such as legs or arms to
create movement, or use dry
brushstrokes to blur them. If casting

shadows on the ground, I aim to paint
the figure and shadow as one shape,
finding this helps create unity.
Beach scenes are exciting subjects,

sure to challenge your drawing,
composition and painting skills,
whatever your chosen medium. So, if a
trip to the coast is planned for the
summer, I recommend the painting kit
goes with you! 

p FINISHED PAINTING
Bright Afternoon, Carbis Bay, watercolour on
Saunders Waterford High White Rough, 140lb
(300gsm), 10�14in (25.5�35.5cm). 
Finally, the foreground details were
developed. I darkened the tones of tents,
figures and shadows which in turn helped to
push the distance back and reveal the sharp
form of the backlit windbreak

For further examples of Paul’s work,
and details of his teaching DVDs,
painting courses and painting

holidays, please visit
www.paulweaverart.co.uk.

For information about his Freestyle
brushes, Paul can be contacted via his

website.

TA
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John Singer Sargent was the most familiar portrait painter
in oils of his generation, but his watercolours are less recognised,

says Susie Hodge, who reviews Sargent: The Watercolours, this
summer’s must-see exhibition at Dulwich Picture Gallery

Sparkling light and
loosely defined forms

revealing what Sargent chose to paint,
rather than what others commissioned
him to do. They were painted between
1900 and 1918 and include themes that
inspired him while travelling through
Europe and the Middle East, and
observations such as sunlight on stone,
figures reclining on grass, patterns of
light and shade, and friends in repose.
Often painting in the open air, he
imbued these works with his fluent,
rhythmic marks, creating images that
sparkle with light and colour, and
demonstrate his remarkably astute eye
that captured the essentials he needed
to convey the energy and vitality of
passing moments. 

Four themes
This is the first major UK exhibition of
watercolours by Sargent for nearly a
century. It comprises a key selection of
his works and demonstrates his

technical brilliance and striking
individuality. The paintings are
exhibited under four themes:
Fragments, which incorporate close-
ups, often picking out architectural or
textural details and particularly striking
effects of light or contrasts of nature
and manmade objects; Cities, usually
featuring the luminous light of some of
Sargent's favourite locations;
Landscapes, which present contrasts of
rocks, running water and luscious
vegetation; and Figures, most
frequently his nieces, sisters, or close
friends. The paintings have been lent
from various collections, including the
V&A, Tate, the British Museum, the
Fitzwilliam and the Ashmolean
Museums, and the Museu de
Montserrat in Barcelona, the Calouste
Gulbenkian in Lisbon and the Petit
Palais in Paris, as well as from private
owners. 
There are around 2000 watercolours in

existence, painted mostly for his own
pleasure and, predominantly after 1900,
Sargent painted with watercolours
particularly intensely, as an escape
from his studio and pressures from his
society patrons. He explored subjects
of his own choosing, travelling to
remote locations where he could work
undisturbed en plein air. Watercolours
enabled him to paint freely and without
much preparation and to be more
expressive with colour and light than he
had been with oils. Although he had a
light touch with oils, his handling of
watercolours was even lighter and more
spontaneous. 

Cropped views and close-ups
Sargent admitted that expansive views
and vast skies did not appeal to him.
Skies and even grounds are often not
visible or are minimised in favour of
objects bathed in light and colour.

D
isregarding late 19th-century
painting conventions with his
non-traditional watercolour
techniques, John Singer

Sargent (1856–1925) produced bold and
vibrant watercolours in jewel-bright
hues, with both close-up contrasts, and
loosely defined forms. 
This summer the Dulwich Picture

Gallery are showing 80 of these
watercolours – fluid, dazzling works

q The Church of Santa Maria della Salute,
Venice, 1904–09, watercolour with touches of
gouache and graphite traces on cardboard,
14½�21in (36.8�53.5 cm), Calouste
Gulbenkian, Lisbon, Portugal.
Sargent conceived this image made up of
colours and pattern formed with the water
and the famous church of Santa Maria della
Salute's domes seen through the ships'
rigging in the canal
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p The Lady with the Umbrella, 1911,
watercolour on paper, 25½�21¼in (65�54cm),
Museum of Montserrat, Barcelona, Spain.
This is Sargent's niece, Rose-Marie Ormond,
who was his favourite model before she died
tragically at the start of WW1. Between 1900
and 1913, Sargent spent several weeks of the
summer in the Alps with his family and, in 1911,
he painted several watercolours of female
figures in the alpine region of Simplon. Light
and lively, this painting conveys a moment with
animated brushstrokes and touches of vibrant
colour

Some of the paintings appear tapestry-
like, with patches of colour and texture
across entire works, emphasising the
decorative elements of Sargent's
observations with energetic, gestural
brushwork and expressive blends of
colour, pattern and tonal contrasts. 
The show draws attention to the most

radical aspects and dazzling effects of
Sargent's work, including his unusual
use of perspective, arresting close-ups,
dynamic poses and compositions, and
his comprehensive accomplishments in

the use of colour and in capturing the
visual complexities of light. Rarely
painting whole buildings, he usually
sliced angles and perspectives,
depicting elements from unexpected
viewpoints, cropped views or close-
ups, or emphasised contrasting textures
or light effects that create strong
patterns. Also included are some of his
paintings of everyday life in Venice,
often depicted from the low viewpoint
of his friend's gondola. Just as
compelling and atmospheric are his
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views of southern Europe and the
Middle East. After 1900, he painted
more landscapes than any other
subject, but these are always
unexpected, often closely cropped
views rather than open, panoramic
scenes. 
Watercolour allowed Sargent to be

especially expressive, to use varied
techniques such as dry brush or wet-
into-wet, and to apply transparent
washes and sometimes opaque
gouache highlights. He also often
dressed his models in Turkish
costumes and cashmere shawls that he
collected for the purpose, contrasting
the exotic patterns and textures of
man-made fabrics with natural
surroundings. These narrative-style
images were a complete departure
from traditional landscapes and
portraits. Focusing especially on form
and surface pattern, he varied his

compositions and subjects – from the
streams and glacial moraines of the
Alps, to the Renaissance and Baroque
architecture of Venice, and from the
gardens of Tuscany to the clear light of
Corfu. He developed a distinctive way
of seeing and composing, his subjects
often appearing fragmented and of
impromptu moments in time.

Palette and methods
Using his juicy-bright palette that
included alizarin carmine, chrome
yellow, cobalt blue, ultramarine, deep
vermilion and viridian, Sargent initially
laid down transparent washes, then
added more intense colours and used
either the white of the paper or
Chinese white (gouache) for accents
and highlights. At first he adhered to
traditional watercolour techniques, but
by 1908, he also began working with
less conventional methods including

wax resist, scraping out and scratching
through, or using masking agents to
keep certain areas clear of paint. His
fluent marks, loosely defined forms and
unexpected viewpoints expressed the
freedom he felt away from the
restrictions of commissioned work, and
this exhibition portrays that
exuberance.

The curators
This dazzling show is curated by
Richard Ormond and Elaine Kilmurray.
Richard Ormond is Sargent's grand-
nephew and previously the director of
the National Maritime Museum in
London. Elaine Kilmurray is an art
historian, author and curator who has
worked with Richard on several
publications and co-curated exhibitions
on Sargent's work in London,
Washington DC, Boston, Ferrara and
Los Angeles. 

Sargent, His Life and Work by Susie
Hodge will be published by Anness in 2018

Sargent: The Watercolours is at Dulwich
Picture Gallery, Gallery Road, London, SE21
7AD from June 21 to October 8. Admission is
£15.50, concessions available. The gallery is
open from Tuesday to Sunday and Bank
Holiday Mondays, 10am to 5pm. Telephone
020 8693 5254;
www.dulwichpicturegallery.org.uk

J O H N  S I N G E R  S A R G E N T
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t Highlanders Resting at the Front, 1918,
watercolour over traces of graphite on paper,
13½�21in (34.5�53.5 cm), Fitzwilliam
Museum, Cambridge.
In July 1918, Sargent left England for the
western front with his friend and fellow artist
Henry Tonks (1862–1937). He was surprised
not to encounter more troops where he was
stationed, but he only came upon small units
of men taking an occasional reprieve from
the trenches. These are Scottish infantrymen,
dozing in the sun on a brief break from the
conflict 

BELOW LEFT
Loggia, View at the Generalife, c1912,
watercolour over pencil on paper, 15½�21in
(39.5�53cm), Aberdeen Art Gallery and
Museums Collections, Aberdeen. 
In 1912 Sargent made several watercolours in
the gardens of the Generalife, the former
summer palace of the Moorish sultans at the
Alhambra in Granada, Spain. Contrasting the
abundant greenery with the Moorish
architectural details, Sargent composed this
so that the path draws the eye naturally
towards the Islamic arch and patterned wall
beyond

TA
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THE A-Z OF COLOUR
Ultramarine blue is a beautiful colour, says
Julie Collins, who shares some mixes that
she hopes will inspire you, too

U 

Julie Collins
studied painting at the University of Reading. In
2016 she received the Watercolour Award, 1st
Prize at the Royal West of England Academy.
Julie has been regularly selected for the ING

Discerning Eye, where she has won the regional award, and she
has received many awards from the Royal Watercolour Society.
Her paintings have been selected for many exhibitions and she is
the author of six art books. www.juliecollins.co.uk

TA

I
am often quoted saying that
ultramarine blue is the colour
that I use the most in my
watercolour box. Now that I am

writing this article it has forced me
to question why this is so. 
During the Middle Ages and

Renaissance, ultramarine blue was
made from the semi-precious
gemstone lapis lazuli, which was
extremely expensive. In 1824 a
French society set up a competition
to see if anyone could synthesise
ultramarine because the real
pigment was still so expensive. Two
chemists came up with the same
solution and, being patriotic, they
chose the French chemist as the
winner. Hence we have the name
French ultramarine blue.

is for
ultramarine blue

Two watercolour birds painted using French ultramarine blue

Pure colours used Pure colours usedMixes used

Mixes used

French
ultramarine
blue 

French
ultramarine
blue + 
scarlet lake,
90/10

French
ultramarine
blue

French ultramarine
blue + raw sienna,
50/50

Burnt
sienna 

Raw
sienna 

Scarlet lake +
French
ultramarine
blue, 90/10

Lamp black +
scarlet lake, 90/10

Lamp black +
French ultramarine
blue, 80/10

Scarlet
lake  

A touch of
lamp black

Some examples of mixes made with French ultramarine blue

+ Permanent
rose

+ Green gold + Light red + Cadmium
orange

+ Indian red + Phthalo
turquoise

+ Winsor blue
(red shade)

+ Winsor violet

+ Permanent
alizarin
crimson

+ Winsor red +Winsor
lemon

+New
gamboge
yellow

+ Raw
sienna

+ Burnt
sienna

Burnt sienna
+ French
ultramarine
blue, 90/10

French ultramarine
blue + burnt
sienna, 90/10

Seascape colours using French ultramarine blue

1  Pure French ultramarine blue

2  French ultramarine blue with cobalt blue – 50/50

3  French ultramarine blue with cerulean blue – 50/50

4  French ultramarine blue with burnt sienna –
80/20; add more burnt sienna for darker seas

5  French ultramarine blue with the
smallest amount of burnt sienna 
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LIVE DEMONSTRATION
13th -16th July 2017 Patchings Festival, Nottingham

Visit us at the Caran d’Ache marquee for our hands-on demonstrations by our 
professional artist, Robin Gray 

Demonstration times: 10.30-11.30, 12.00 -13.00, 13.30-14.30, 14.45-15.45

Come and experience the following :
Watercolour workshop with Museum Aquarelle colour pencils

Illustrating techniques with Luminance permanent colour pencils, Pastel pencils and 
Pastel cubes, Neocolor water-soluble and water-resistant wax pastels as well as the 

Graphite Line range including Grafwood, Grafcube and all the shades of  black.

Also visit the Gadsby stand in the  Art/Craft materials marquee for a full range of  our 
products. Up to 25% DISCOUNT on Caran d’Ache sets.
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Come and join us at the Derwent and UK Coloured Pencil Society marquee 
for demonstrations led by a number of artists including inspirational tutor 

and author, Jake Spicer.  Jake will demonstrate the unique features of the new 
Procolour coloured pencil range.

PROCOLOUR 
DEMONS RATION

Strong, Smooth, Clean Coloured Pencils

www.DerwentArt.com

13th-16th July 2017, Patchings Festival, Nottingham
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Supported by The Artist and Leisure Painter magazines 

JULY 13 TO 16, 
10AM TO 5PM dAily

ArT, CrAFT & PhOTOgrAPhy

Come and meet over 250
artists, photographers, craft
makers and designers
demonstrating their skills at
one of the UK’s finest
creative events, set in 60
acres of picturesque
Nottinghamshire countryside 

ART CLUB
OF THE YEAR

2017
View the finalists in this
year’s Art Club of the
Year competition, with
prizes sponsored by

Jackson’s

FREE DAILY DEMONSTRATIONS
The Artist and Leisure Painter marquee will include free 30-minute demonstrations
five times a day covering a variety of subjects, media and techniques, presented by
The Artist contributor Barry Herniman (Thursday, Friday and Saturday, July 13-15)
and Leisure Painter contributor Tim Fisher (Sunday, July 16), sponsored by Daler-
Rowney. Many other free demonstrations will be provided by Caran d’Ache,
Derwent, Pebeo, Outdoor Photography magazine, Pebeo, Premium Art Brands,
Search Press, UK Coloured Pencil Society and Winsor & Newton

BE INSPIRED!
Enjoy viewing the amazing selection of 140
works in two separate exhibitions, chosen
from this year’s The Artist and Leisure Painter
Open Art Competition

Patchings
Festival 20

17
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Tickets are on sale now at just 
£9 Standard, or Concessions £8
in advance, with additional
group booking discounts
available.
Special Weekend Offer: enjoy a
two-day ticket for Saturday and
Sunday for only £10 when
purchased in advance. 

Patchings Art Centre, Oxton Road
Calverton, Nottingham. NG14
6NU Telephone 0115 9653 479
festival@patchingsartcentre.co.uk

• FREE CAR PARKING 
• COACHES WELCOME 
• REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE

BOOK YOUR
TICKETS TODAY!

No booking fee for online ticket
sales. The standard one-day ticket
price on the day is £10. Ticket price
includes VAT and the festival guide.

FESTIVAL WATERCOLOUR
DEMONSTRATIONS
Enjoy watercolour demonstrations
sponsored by St Cuthberts Mill

Thursday, July 13 David Bellamy, 
Ann Blockley, Soraya French
Friday, July 14 Ann Blockley, 
Soraya French, David Bellamy
Saturday, July 15 David Bellamy, 
Ken Howard OBE, RA – illustrated talk,
Carne Griffiths
Sunday, July 16 Carne Griffiths, 
Robert Brindley – oil painting
demonstration
A limited number of tickets (£2.75) will
be available for purchase for these
watercolour demonstrations with
advanced tickets

MEET AND TALK TO OUR
GUEST ARTISTS
Thursday, July 13 John Sprakes,
Pollyanna Pickering 
Friday, July 14 Bruce Mulcahy, 
Colin Allbrook
Saturday, July 15 David Curtis, 
Ann Blockley 
Sunday, July 16 David Allen, 
Peter Barker

TEST AND BUY ART
MATERIALS
Try, test and purchase the latest art and
craft materials from top manufacturers
including Canson, Caran d’Ache,
daler-rowney, daniel Smith, derwent,
hahnemuhle, Pebeo, Premium Art
Brands, Pro Arte, rosemary & Co,
royal Talens, St Cuthberts Mill, Winsor
& Newton and many more.

JOIN THE ARTIST &
LEISURE PAINTER
WORKSHOPS
learn how to use soft
edges to create
atmospheric landscapes
in acrylics with The
Artist contributor Paul
Talbot-Greaves on
Thursday, July 13, in our half-
day workshops sponsored by Daler-
Rowney, who will provide students
with over £60(rrp) of materials. Places
cost just £55(inc VAT) per person for each
three-hour session (10am to 1pm, or
2pm to 5pm). you will also receive
FREE entry to the festival, worth £10.
Great value for a wonderful day! To
book telephone Liza or Nicci on
01580 763673, or go to
www.painters-online.co.uk/courses-
holidays/reader-workshops

All tickets available online by visiting 

www.patchingsartcentre.co.uk or by telephone on 0115 9653 479
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ART BOOKS & DVDS
Reviewed by Henry Malt

Art in Detail – 100 Masterpieces
Susie Hodge
As with most books
by Susie Hodge, you
get a whole lot more
here than you were
expecting. On the
face of it, this is a well
thought out selection
of paintings from
1303 to 2014, with commentaries on
enlarged details. What it quickly becomes is
a jargon and pain-free course in art
appreciation that’ll teach you how to look at
paintings with an enquiring and
understanding eye. On top of that, it
becomes a history of 800 years of art in a
little over 400 pages. It’s not detailed, but
that’s the beauty of it. However, if you want
to know what you’re looking at and what
you should be looking for in terms of
imagery, symbolism and technique, Susie is
on the money and won’t blind you with
science. Buy this book, it’s a steal.
Thames & Hudson £24.95, 
432 pages (H/B)
ISBN 9780500239544

Portraits of Babies
& Children
Giovanni Civardi
In this latest book by
Giovanni Civardi the
detail of sensitive
pencil work adds
immeasurably to its
usefulness. Books on
portraiture are not
particularly thick on
the ground, and those on children even less
so, maybe because children are a difficult
subject, hard to persuade to keep still; a
photograph is often an essential source of
reference. This is a shame, as a good portrait
can capture enduring character rather than
a momentary look and is worth the effort
required. Giovanni is as thorough, though
concise, as ever and is a sure-footed teacher.
Search Press £8.99, 64 pages (P/B)
ISBN 9781782213161

Learn to Paint
Watercolour with 50
Small Paintings
Wil Freeborn
This book is enormous
fun. When art instruction
all too easily gets serious,
this is a welcome breath
of fresh air. It’s not so

Some of the books reviewed here can be purchased from our online bookshop: 
visit www.painters-online.co.uk/store and click on the link for books

much about how to apply paint as what
you can do if you just look about you.
This is a nicely progressive book that is
arranged in a series of themes: still lifes,
landscapes, cityscapes, animals and
people. The ideas are original and often
eye-opening; for instance a breakfast
table from the point of view of the eater,
with distorted perspective as if using a
wide-angle lens, is a tricky thing to pull
off. This is not a book primarily about
learning, although each subject is fully,
though concisely, demonstrated. Rather,
it’s about looking, seeing and
interpreting, and all the better for that.
Search Press £12.99, 144 pages (P/B)
ISBN 9781782214397

Vibrant Watercolours
Hazel Lale
In her
introduction,
Hazel refers to
wondering, as a
child, why artists
used unexpected
colours and, as her
confidence
progressed,
discovering the
delights of a varied and (yes) vibrant
palette. Although there are plenty of the
usual hints, tips, exercises and
demonstrations, this is not an
instructional book per se. Think of it as a
journey of exploration guided by

someone who’s been there before, and
you’ll get a better sense of what Hazel is
offering. You will also get immeasurably
more from the experience. Subject
matter is varied, but it’s also not the
important part. That’s colour, shape and
form.
Search Press £14.99, 128 pages (P/B)
ISBN 9781782212942

Bird Art
Alan Woollett
This is not a book
for the beginner,
and, perhaps, not
even for the faint-
hearted. Allan
Woollett’s work is
as precise and
accurate in its
detail as that of the
botanical
illustrator, a fact reflected in the choice of
medium: graphite and coloured pencil.
The instruction, however, is as thorough
as the work itself and you shouldn’t have
to worry about truncated explanations or
missing stages. The first half of the book
is taken up with explanations of
materials, methods and ways of tackling
form, structure, features and feathers.
The rest is a series of full-scale
demonstrations of familiar species that
bring everything nicely together.
Search Press £17.99, 144 pages (P/B)
ISBN9781782212966

Painting Arles 
Peter Brown
This masterclass in plein-air painting is as entertaining
and informative as you’d expect from Pete the Street.
Peter paints the backstreets and domestic squares of
Arles and you won’t find tourists or spot Van Gogh’s
footprints. He has an unerring eye for the quiet corner
where he can explore shapes, textures, colour and
tones. His way with figures is to construct them from
passers-by and a mental library built up from
extensive previous sketching. Part of the secret is
familiarity. ‘I’ve been here a week and painted it a
couple of times’ being one of the biggest clues to
Peter’s approach to places and to capturing their
essence without unnecessary detail.
APV Films £28.55 (£25 on-demand*), 95 minutes DVD

APV is currently making their catalogue of films available online for On Demand
viewing. The service is hosted and provided by Vimeo. You can stream to Mac, PC,
smart TV, smartphone or tablet. You can also download and watch the films offline
through the Vimeo app on any Apple mobile device. 
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PRO ARTE RETRACTABLE BRUSH SET
What better way to keep things simple this summer? Pro Arte’s reversible 
brush set in an attractive wallet keeps your brushes handy and protected 
whilst on the move. A Round, Flat and Filbert is included in No.10 and  
⅜  in. Very versatile indeed! £39.95rrp 
www.proarte.co.uk

DERWENT INKTENSE 
PENCIL TIN OF 24
£43.80rrp Offer Price: £30
Pure, vibrant water-soluble Inktense coloured ink pencils 
can be used in the same way as watercolour pencils 
but they have a more intense ink colour - as the name 
implies! A tin of 24 pencils is a great starter set for this 
popular range.

FREE Pentel water brush (fi ne) worth £5.88rrp 
when you buy a set of 24 Derwent Inktense ink pencils. 
www.pegasusart.co.uk/derwent-inktense-pencils-tin-of-24.ir 
Tel: 01453 886560 info@pegasusart.co.uk 
www.pegasusart.co.uk 

JAKAR WATERCOLOUR 
ALUMINIUM EASEL
This lightweight easel with telescopic legs 
and a black carrying bag, weighs just 
1.62 kilos (including the bag) and measures 
66cm when folded. It accommodates a 
maximum canvas height of 120cm and 
has an adjustable lever. For vertical or 
horizontal  watercolour use.
£47.99rrp each
Tel: 020 8381 7000 
email info@jakar.co.uk

64 Summer 2017

NEW SKETCHING SET RANGE
Caran d’Ache has introduced three new Art By 
drawing and sketching sets. Both the Sketching and 
Light & Shade sets comprise 14 pieces while the 
Flesh & Earth set offers 15 pieces. These products are 
ideal for sketching, fi gure drawing and portraits, and 
offer high-quality pigments and excellent lightfastness. 
£49.99rrp per set
Tel. 020 8381 7000 email info@jakar.co.uk

Try something new this summer...

www.pegasusart.co.uk/derwent-inktense-pencils-tin-of-24.ir 
Tel: 01453 886560 info@pegasusart.co.uk 
www.pegasusart.co.uk 
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Cost: £20 per work for adults, £12
per work for young artists and £5
per work for children.
Contact: Amanda Kings
) 07986 697693

Glyndebourne Tour Art
Competition
Details: Fifth year of this
competition to find a striking piece
of original artwork for the cover of
the Glyndebourne Tour Programme.
Open to visual artists between the
ages of 16 and 19. The winning work
will feature on 10,000 copies of the
cover of the Glyndebourne Tour
Programme and appear in an
exhibition at Glyndebourne this
autumn. Only one work, created
solely for this competition, may be
submitted. The theme for this year’s
tour is deception. The winning cover
art will remain the property of the
artist and is exclusively licensed to
Glyndebourne for use in perpetuity
in all forms and all media, whether
now known or hereinafter invented,
in all territories throughout the
world for any activity related to the
Glyndebourne Tour. For full details
and to enter see
www.glyndebourne.com/your-
visit/at-glyndebourne/art-and-
sculpture/tour-art-competition-
2017/
When: Submissions deadline, July
14, 11.59pm.  
Cost: Free to enter.
Contact: Glyndebourne, Lewes, East
Sussex BN8 5UU.
) 01273 815000 

New Light Prize 2017
Details: Biennial prize exhibition
open to all artists over the age of 18
who were born in, or are currently
living in, or studied an arts-based
subject at degree or postgraduate
level in the north of England
(Cumbria, Durham, Lancashire,
Northumberland and Yorkshire).
There is no limit to the number of
works that may be submitted, but a
maximum of three per artist will be
selected. Entries must be static
works that can be wall-hung; all
forms of original printmaking are
acceptable, but photography and
digital works are not. Digital
submission in first instance. Selected
works will be shown at the Bowes
Museum, Barnard Castle, Co Durham
from November 18 to February 18,
2018, then tours. Prizes include the
Valerie Sykes Award, £10,000;
Patron’s Choice Award, £2,500; and
the New Light Purchase Prize.
When: Submissions deadline, July
31, 5pm; handing-in, October 10. 
Cost: £15 for one work, £30 for two,
£10 for each subsequent work.

Contact: Full details and enter at
www.newlight-art.org.uk. 
Email: info@newlight-art.org.uk

Society of Wildlife Artists
(SWLA)
Details: Submissions of works that
depict wildlife subjects and evoke
the spirit of the natural world are
invited from artists over the age of
18. Botanical subjects, pets and
domestic animals will not be
accepted. Painting, sculpture and
original prints will be accepted;
computer-generated images will also
be accepted as original prints but
reproductions, including giclée
prints, will not. Up to six works may
be submitted, no larger than 941⁄2in
(240cm) in any dimension. Works
must have been completed in the
last three years and not previously
exhibited in London; all must be for
sale. Digital submission in first
instance at
http://mallgalleries.oess.uk. Awards
include Birdwatch Artist of the Year
Award, £1,000 plus Swarovski
equipment, RSPB Award and Dry Red
Press Award. The exhibition is at the
Mall Galleries, The Mall, London SW1
from October 19 to 29. Full details at
www.mallgalleries.org.uk
When: Submissions deadline, July
21, 12 noon. Handing-in, August 26,
10am to 5pm.
Cost: £15 per work; £10 per work for
artists aged 35 and under.
Contact: The Federation of British
Artists, 17 Carlton House Terrace,
London SW1 5BD.
) 020 7930 6844

The London Group Open
Details: Exhibition in two parts.
Artists are invited to submit work in
any medium including painting,
sculpture, drawing, print,
photography, mixed media,
installation, video, sound, digital and
performance. Maximum size of wall-
hung work, 200cm high � 150cm
wide, including frame. Up to three
works may be submitted, only one
work per selected artist will be
exhibited. Online submission only.
Prizes include the President’s Prize, a
three-person exhibition at The Cello
Factory; Victor Kuell Memorial Prize
for innovation, £1,500; £1,000
sculpture prize awarded by Jeff
Lowe; £750 Chelsea Arts Club Trust
Stan Smith Award for research and
materials for an artists under 35;
£500 Schauerman Prize for Digital
Art; £1,000 JPES Partnership Prize;

£300 Worshipful Company of
Painter-Stainers prize for drawing.
Part 1 of the exhibition at the Cello
Factory, 33–34 Cornwall Road,
London SE1 8TJ is November 8 to 17,
2–6pm daily; part 2 from November
22 to December 1, 2–6pm daily.
Prizegiving for both exhibitions is on
November 27. For full details see
https://thelondongroup.artopps.co.uk
When: Submissions deadline, August
29, 5pm. Handing-in: part 1,
November 4, 11am to 1pm; part 2,
November 18, 1–3pm. 
Cost: £20 for one work, £35 for two
works, £45 for three works.
Contact: Address all queries to
project managers Parker Harris 
) 01372 462190

New Forest Open Art
Competition 2017
Details: Entries are invited that are
of, or about, the New Forest National
Park. Paintings, drawings, original
prints, photographs, textiles, mixed
media and craftwork created since
July 2013 are eligible. Up to three
works may be submitted. Prizes are
sponsored by ExxonMobil – first
prize £500, second prize £300, third
prize £100, and People’s Prize £100.
The exhibition is at the New Forest
Centre, High Street, Lyndhurst,
Hamshire SO43 7NY from July 15 to
October 7. Full details and entry
forms at
www.newforestcentre.org.uk/new-
forest-open-art-2017 
When: Handing-in, July 2 and 3.
Cost: £5 per work, £3 per work for
full-time students.
Contact: New Forest Centre  
) 023 8028 3444

Society of Botanical Artists
Details: Open exhibition with the
theme ‘Changing Seasons’. Up to five
works, in all media, including
ceramics, glass, jewellery and 3D
work may be submitted. Digital
selection in first instance. Selected
works will be shown at Central Hall
Westminster, Storey’s Gate, London
SW1 from October 13 to 21. Please
check website for full details:
www.soc-botanical-artists.org
When: Submissions deadline, August
1; handing-in, September 11.
Cost: £18 per work.
Contact: SBA, 1 Knapp Cottages,
Wyke, Gillingham, Dorset SP8 4NQ.
info@soc-botanical-artists.org
) 01747 825718

OPPORTUNITIES
& COMPETITIONS Check out the latest competitions to enter

and make a note of important deadlines

A much larger selection of opportunities can be viewed on our website, where
you will find a list of workshops, tutors, painting holidays and more. 

www.painters-online.co.uk
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Sending-in days
Society of Graphic Fine Art
Details: DRAW 17, the society’s 96th
annual open exhibition of
contemporary and traditional
drawings, paintings and prints that
show evidence of drawing by hand.
Works can be in any medium –
pencil, coloured pens and pencils,
pen and ink, pastels, oil pastels,
charcoal, Conté and so on. Folios,
cards and books not accepted, nor
giclée prints, digital images, works
older than five years or previously
hung in an SGFA exhibition. Up to
three framed works may be
submitted. Online submission in first
instance. Regional collection points
for handing-in. Selected works will
be exhibited at the Menier Gallery,
51 Southwark Street, London SE1,
from October 2 to 14. Many prizes
and awards. For full details see
www.sgfa.org.uk
When: Submissions deadline, July
21. Handing-in, London, October 1,
earlier from regional points.
Cost: 15 per work; £30 for oversized
works. 
Contact: Entrants unable to submit
online should write to SGFA c/o
Oldsbrim Studio, Poundsgate,
Dartmoor, Devon TQ13 7PT.
) 01364 631453

National Open Art
Competition
Details: Entries are invited from
artists who live, or are professionally
based, in the UK or the Republic of
Ireland. To enter the main
competition artists must be 15 years
and over on September 1; there is a
category for young artists aged
between 15 and 23. There is also a
separate children’s competition for
children aged 14 and younger on
September 1. Adults may enter a
maximum of four works, children
three. Accepted are paintings,
drawing, original prints, collage,
photography, digital artwork, wall-
hung installations, miniatures and
moving images. Online submission –
only one image per work. Selected
works will be shown at Bargehouse,
Oxo Tower Wharf, Bargehouse Street,
South Bank, London SE1 9PH from
November 17 to 26, then tours to
Chichester. There is a £60,000 prize
fund donated by sponsors, patrons,
and individuals. For full details, and
to submit, please see website:
www.nationalopenart.org/register.
php
When: Submissions deadline, July 9.
Handing-in, August 23 to 26 at
Chichester College, Brinsbury
Campus, North Heath, Stane Street,
Pulborough, West Sussex RH20 1DL. 
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Society of Women Artists’
Annual Exhibition;
July 4 to 9. 

National Portrait
Gallery
St Martin’s Place WC2.
☎ 020 7306 0055
BP Portrait Award;
June 22 to September 24.

Osborne Studio Gallery
2 Motcomb Street SW1.
☎ 020 7235 9667
Elie Lambert
June 19 to July 14.

Plus One Gallery
Juniper Drive, York Road,
SW18.
☎ 020 7730 7656
Christian Marsh: The Art of
Travel; hyperreal cityscapes, 
until July 8.

The Queen’s Gallery
Buckingham Palace.
☎ 020 7766 7301 (tickets)
Canaletto and the Art 
of Venice;
until November 12.

Royal Academy of Arts
Piccadilly W1.
☎ 020 7300 8000
Summer Exhibition; 
June 30 to August 20. 
Second Nature: the Art of
Charles Tunnicliffe RA; 
July 11 to October 8.

Saatchi Gallery
Duke of York’s HQ, 
King’s Road SW3.
☎ 020 7811 3070
From Selfie to Self-
Expression; extended by
popular demand, 
until July 23.

Tate Modern
Bankside SE1.
☎ 020 7887 8888
Alberto Giacometti; 
until September 10.
Fahrelnissa Zeid; abstracts
with Islamic, Byzantine, Arab
and Persian influences fused
with European approaches, 
until October 15.

Tate Britain 
Millbank SW1.
☎ 020 7887 8888
Queer British Art; 
until October 1.

Victoria Miro Mayfair
14 St George St W1.
☎ 020 3205 8910
Milton Avery; 
until July 19.

REGIONS
BANHAM
NWAG Gallery 
Banham Zoo, Kenning Hall
Road
☎ 01953 887771
Natural World Art Group;
exhibition of wildlife art,
July 15 to September 17.

BATH
Victoria Art Gallery
Bridge Street.
☎ 01225 477244
Bath Society of Artists;
annual open exhibition, 
until July 15.

BIRMINGHAM
Royal Birmingham
Society of Artists 
4 Brook Street, St Paul’s Square.
☎ 0121 236 4353
Friends 2017; annual
exhibition of work by Friends
of the RBSA,
June 29 to July 22.

BRISTOL
Bristol Museum & Art
Gallery
Queen’s Road.
☎ 0117 9223571
Alternative visions:
Undiscovered Art in the
South West; works by artists
facing a barrier to the art
world for reasons of health,
disability, social circumstance
or isolation,
until September 10.

Royal West of England
Academy
Queen’s Road, Clifton.
☎ 0117 9735129
Air: Visualising the Invisible
in British Art 1768–2017; 
June 16 to September 3.

BURY ST
EDMUNDS
Edmund Gallery
Angel Hill.
☎ 01986 788853
Nicola Slattery: Wild
Imagination; recent works,
July 7 to 20.

BUXTON
Museum & Art Gallery
Terrace Road.
☎ 01629 533540
Derbyshire Open Art

LONDON
Bankside Gallery
48 Hopton Street SE1.
☎ 020 7928 7521
Charlotte Halliday: London
Seen;watercolour drawings,
July 18 to 23.

British Museum
Great Russell Street WC1.
☎ 020 7930 027
Hokusai: Beyond the Great
Wave;
until August 13. 
Places of the Mind: British
Watercolour Landscapes
1850–1950;
until August 27.

Browse & Darby
19 Cork Street W1.
☎ 020 7734 7984
British and French Paintings,
Drawings & Sculpture;
until July 14. 

The Courtauld Gallery
Somerset House, Strand WC2.
☎ 020 7848 2777
Corpus: the Body Unbound; 
until July 16.

Dulwich Picture Gallery
College Road SE21.
☎ 020 8693 5254
Sargent: The Watercolours; 
June 21 to October 8.

Estorick Collection of
Modern Italian Art
39a Canonbury Square N1.
☎ 020 7704 9522
Franco Grignani: Art as
Design 1950–1990; 
July 5 to September 10.

Embankment Galleries
Somerset House, Strand WC2.
☎ 020 7845 4600
World Illustration Awards
2017;
July 31 to August 29.

Flowers 
21 Cork Street W1.
☎ 020 7920 7777
Richard Smith: Work of 
Five Decades; 
until July 8.

Llewellyn Alexander
124 The Cut, Waterloo SE1.
☎ 020 7620 1322 
Not the Royal Academy; 
until August 19.

Mall Galleries
The Mall SW1.
☎ 020 7930 6844 
Wildlife Artist of the Year
2017; annual open exhibition,
June 28 to July 2.

Competition 2017;
June 24 to September 1. 

CHESTER
Grosvenor Museum
Queen’s Road, Clifton.
☎ 0117 9735129
Alastair Tucker: The Sublime
Landscape; 
until July 16.

CHICHESTER
Pallant House Gallery
9 North Pallant.
☎ 01243 774557.
The Woodcut: From Dürer 
to Now;
until June 25.
John Minton: A Centenary;
July 1 to October 1.

Oxmarket Gallery
East Street.
☎ 01243 779103.
Society of Limners: Summer
Exhibition;
July 18 to 23.

DITCHLING
Ditchling Museum of
Art and Craft
Lodge Hill Lane.
☎ 01273 844744.
Eric Gill: The Body; with 80
works including a sculpture
and drawings not previously
exhibited in public,
until September 3.

EASTBOURNE
Towner Art Gallery
College Road. 
☎ 01323 434670.
Ravilious & Co: The Pattern of
Friendship, English Art
Designers 1922–1942;
includes Paul and John Nash
and Edward Bawden,
until September 17.

FALMOUTH
Falmouth Art Gallery
Municipal Buildings, The Moor.
☎ 01326 313863
Winifred Nicholson:
Liberation of Colour; touring
exhibition, 
June 24 to September 16.

FROME
Black Swan Arts
2 Bridge Street.
☎ 01373 473980
Sketch: artists’sketchbooks,
open competition
July 22 to September 3. 

EXHIBITIONS
GUILDFORD
Watts Gallery
Down Lane, Compton.
☎ 01483 810235
GF Watts: England’s
Michelangelo; brings together
the artist’s most significant
paintings from private and
public collections,
June 22 to November 26.

HASTINGS
Jerwood Gallery
Rock-a-Nore Road.
☎ 01424 728377 
Jean Cooke: Delight in the
thing Seen; 
until September 10.

KENDAL
Abbot Hall Art Gallery
☎ 01539 722464 
Julian Cooper;
until July 2.

KINGSBRIDGE
Harbour House Gallery
The Promenade.
☎ 01548 854708
Alison Veazey and Sally
Fisher; exploring landscape
through painting, drawing,
printmaking and sculpture,
July 7 to 16.

LEICESTER
Attenborough Arts
Centre
University of Leicester,
Lancaster Place.
☎ 0116 252 2455 
Alan Caine: Retrospective;
A Brush with Colour; 
until August 20.

LIVERPOOL
Tate Liverpool
Albert Dock.
☎ 0151 702 7400 
Portraying a Nation:
Germany 1919–1933;
Germany between the two
World Wars seen through the
eyes of painter Otto Dix and
photographer August Sander,
June 23 to October 15.

Walker Art Gallery
William Brown Street.
☎ 0151 478 4199
Alphonse Mucha: In Quest of
Beauty; drawings, paintings,
photographs and poster
designs; touring exhibition,
until October 29.

66 www.painters-online.co.uk

GALLERY OPENING TIMES AND EXHIBITION DATES CAN VARY; IF IN DOUBT, PHONE TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
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MANCHESTER
Imperial War Museum
North
The Quays, Trafford Wharf
Road
☎ 0161 836 4000 
Wyndham Lewis: Life, Art,
War; 
June 23 to January 1, 2018.

MORETON-IN-
MARSH
John Davies Gallery
The Old Dairy Plant, 
Stratford Road.
☎ 01608 652255
A Selling Retrospective, 
Part 1; the work of the late
David Prentice,
June 24 to August 26.

NEWCASTLE UPON
TYNE
Laing Art Gallery 
New Bridge Street.
☎ 0191 278 1611
Wanderlust: the World in
Watercolour; three centuries
of watercolours from the
collection,  
until July 8.

NORTHAMPTON
Charles Rennie
Mackintosh House
78 Dearngate.
☎ 01604 603407
Botanical Treasures:
Northamptonshire Botanical
Artists’ Society;
until July 15.

NOTTINGHAM
Nottingham Castle
Museum & Art Gallery
Lenton Road.
☎ 0115 8761400
Reportrait;
until September 10.

OXFORD
Ashmolean Museum
Beaumont Street.
☎ 01865 278002
Raphael: The Drawings;
until September 3.

PENZANCE
Penlee House Gallery 
and Museum
Morab Road.
☎ 01736 363625
Stanhope Forbes: Father of
the Newlyn School;
until September 9.

POOLE
The Gallery
Arts University Bournemouth
☎ 01202 533 011

Arwystli Artists
Exhibition at the Minerva Arts
Centre, Llanidloes SY18 6BY,
from July 1 to 31.

Bembridge Art
Society
Summer exhibition in the
Village Hall, from July 30 to
August 5.

Rowen Art Group
Summer exhibition at Rowen
Memorial Hall, Rowen Village,
Conwy, from July 22 to
August 5. Tel: 0751 2966847

St Alban’s Art Society
Summer exhibition at Dagnall

ART SOCIETIES
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To submit details of an exhibition for
possible listing here, email Deborah Wanstall

at deborah@tapc.co.uk or 
telephone 01580 763673

Swimming Upstream:
cultures of watercolour;
Professor Lei Yongbin, from
Sichuan Arts Institute, China,
until July 1.

SHEFFIELD
Graves Gallery
Surrey Street.
☎ 0114 278 2600
An Earthly Paradise:
Gardens in Art;with Spencer,
Dunbar, Cézanne and Tissot, 
until July 1.

Millenium Gallery
Surrey Street.
☎ 0114 278 2600
Master of all Trades: The
John Ruskin Prize 2017;
June 21 to October 8.

SOUTHAMPTON 
City Art Gallery
Civic Centre Road.
☎ 023 8083 2277
Capture the Castle;
until September 2.

STOW ON THE
WOLD

Fosse Gallery
The Manor House, The Square.
☎ 01451 831319
Summer Exhibition of
Gallery Artists;
July 9 to August 27.

STRATFORD ON
AVON
Compton Verney
Wellesbourne.
☎ 01926 645500
Seurat to Riley: The Art of
Perception;
until October 1.

Neuenschwander, Tony
Swain;
until September 24.

Scottish National
Portrait Gallery
1 Queen Street.
☎ 0131 624 6200
True to Life: British Realist
Painting in the 1920s 
and 30s;
July 1 to October 29.

WALES
CARDIFF
Albany Art Gallery
74b Albany Road,

WAKEFIELD

The Hepworth
Wakefield
Gallery Walk.
☎ 01924 247360
Howard Hodgkin: Painting
India; 
July 1 to October 8

WORKSOP

Harley Gallery
A60 Mansfield Road, Welbeck.
☎ 01909 501700
The Harley Open; biennial art
competition,
June 24 to August 8.

YORK
York Art Gallery
Exhibition Square.
☎ 01904 687687
Albert Moore: Of Beauty
and Aesthetics;
until October 1.

SCOTLAND
EDINBURGH
Scottish National
Gallery 
The Mound.
☎ 0131 624 6200
Beyond Caravaggio; 
Caravaggio and his followers,
June 17 to September 24.

Scottish National
Gallery of Modern Art
75 Belford Road.
☎ 0131 624 6200
Now: Nathan Coley, Mona
Hatoum, Louise Hopkins,
Pete Horobin, Tessa Lynch,
Jock McFadyen, Rivane

Royal
Academy 
of Arts

p Charles Tunnifcliffe Geese and Mallow, watercolour over pencil, 101⁄2�17in (26.5�43cm)

Street Baptist Church Hall,
from July 26 to 29. 
www.stalbans-
artsociety.org.uk

Sidmouth Society 
of Artists
Annual exhibition at
Kennaway House, Coburg
Road, from July 6 to 19.

Tewkesbury Art
Society 
Summer exhibition at the
Methodist Church Hall, from
July 22 to 29. 
www.t-a-s.info

Summer Exhibition;
July 6 to September 9.

CONWY
Royal Cambrian
Academy
Crown Lane.
☎ 01492 593413
Graham Cox;
Pine Feroda; 
June 17 to July 22.

MACHYNLLETH
MOMA Wales
Heol Penrallt.
☎ 01654 703355
A selection of works from
the Tabernacle Collection;
until August 31.
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Visit www.painters-online.co.uk/Marketplace
for further details of goods and services

ART COURSES & HOLIDAYS

painting holidays

 Professional tuition for all levels

 3 and 5-day full board residential courses

 Superb home cooked cuisine

 4 Star en-suite accommodation

 Small groups, large studio space
 non painting partners welcome

e: info@indigobrown.co.uk     w: www.indigobrown.co.uk

Where better to develop your painting skills than in beautiful Pembrokeshire

...be inspired

t: 01348 840 177   Andrew and Maggie Brown

Rachel Clark   
LIFE DRAWING & PAINTING CLASSES 
Widely acclaimed & exhibited artist Rachel Clark   

has run life drawing classes in London since 1976.

“Regardless of experience, everyone will gain from her 

skillful teaching. The small supported and structured classes 

maximise individual tuition and growth”.

Saturdays - Weekends - One week - Private or Corporate tuition   

www.rachelclark.com  T: 07528 674 389

Art Holidays in stunning Devon 
Enjoy the wonder of painting within Devon’s 
dramatic landscape. Full board for 5 days or a 
weekend with expert tuition by landscape artist  
Deborah Last.  
En-plein air & studio painting for all levels & 
abilities from £300. For more information call 
Debs on 07887 87889 6 
or email dlast@btinternet.com

www.deborahlast.co.uk

Dates with availability:

• 23rd – 30th June (Limited Spaces)

• 30th – 7th July (Limited Spaces)

• 18th – 25th August
• 1st – 8th September

Make your summer unforgett able!

 Painti ng Holiday in the beauti ful 
UNESCO heritage site of the 

Loire Valley. 

Enjoy living and painti ng in the stunning 
Château de la Chesnaye this summer! 

Instructi on from our resident tutor 
Loreto Kavanagh Reilly. 

• Private and generous rooms 
• Wholesome French cuisine

• Fabulous wines of the region
• Complimentary relaxati on with 

our resident yoga instructor
• Excepti onal value

learn more @ www.chesnaye.com / www.loretoreilly.com
To reserve your place please email – info@chesnaye.com 

“Your First & Best Choice for a
Painting Holiday”

●
● Somerset,

Exmoor National Park, North Devon
Coast, North Cornwall, Wye Valley,
Lake District, Provence, France &
The Western Algarve, Portugal

●
with all inclusive holidays,

in all media & all abilities welcome
Organisers on location with group

 01934 733877

“Your First & Best Choice for a Award Winning Art

Regular contributor to ‘The Artist’ 
magazine and popular tutor.  
Painting Holidays 2017! 
Higham Hall, Lake District 
Rydal Hall, Lake District 
Cober Hill, Scarborough 
HF Holidays – Malham, Whitby
Dalvaro Art, Spain
Paint Andalucia, Spain
Sandpiper Studio, South Wirral
Watershed Studio, Essex
Norfolk Creative Arts, Norfolk 
Workshops available nationally.
www.rdcreative.co.uk  
for further details or contact 
0113 2252481 or email  
rdcreative@ntlworld.com 
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Professional artist Rachel Clark has run her life painting and
drawing school near Canary Wharf in London since 1976. People

of all abilities attend and
groups are kept to a maximum
of nine students, with all
tuition focused on the
individual. Because she is a
practising artist, Rachel holds
just two Saturday classes, two
weekend courses and two one-

week courses each year. People often use them for their
intensive input. Rachel’s aim is for her students to leave the
studio having learnt a great deal and moved their work on to a
new level. Whatever their potential, they can be inspired by their
own progress and a deeper understanding of drawing and
painting. Her belief is that whatever
you want to paint or draw, life
drawing is invaluable and an essential
foundation for learning to see, and to
translate what you see. 
For more information about Rachel,
her classes and how to book, see her
website: www.rachelclark.com
or telephone 020 7987 8776 or 
07528 674 389

Telephone
01986 788853

artnet FOCUS
Life painting and
drawing with Rachel Clark

Pegasus Art
Griffin Mill Trading
Estate, London Road,

www.leperc

With
the
then
from
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Visit www.painters-online.co.uk

ART COURSES & HOLIDAYS ART SHOP

• Proven reputation for quality courses
• Warm welcome & home-cooked food

• Rural studio in its own grounds
• Excellent local accommodation 

• High profi le, popular tutors 
Jamel Akib, Tessa Pearson,

Carole Baker, Sara Johnson,
Robert Dutton and many more…

Call Allison Bond for details: 

01255 820466
Email: allison@watershedstudio.co.uk
www.watershedstudio.co.uk

St Clere’s Hall Lane, St Osyth,
Clacton on Sea, Essex, CO16 8RX

• Proven reputation for quality courses
• Warm welcome & home-cooked food
• Proven reputation for quality courses

Watershed Studio
Celebrating our 16th year

FRAMING

 

 - Plain wood or painted 

Call 01427 787318 or visit 
www.ashcraftframing.co.uk/store 

- Large, standard and bespoke sizes 
- Inlay frame specialist 

Ashcraft Framing 
 - Complete or self-assembly  

Exclusive - St Ives/Nicholson style 
frames available on-line 

Artists Frames 
 - Save money on framing  

art holidays in cornwall

Tel 01579 383491
www.callingtonartschool.com

‘a great deal more than just a painting holiday...’

Small Groups
Stunning Locations
4 Star Accommodation
All Abilities

Pegasus Art Shop
Shop Online for Fine Art Materials

www.pegasusart.co.uk
or call 01453 886560

Arctic Light is the culmination of
various expeditions made by well-
known artist and best-selling author
David Bellamy to his beloved
Arctic. His descriptions of his travels,
written from an artist’s point of
view, vividly bring to life the
challenges he faced when painting
outdoors in one of the harshest
environments on the planet, and 

make for an exhilarating
and captivating read.
Filled with David’s
watercolour paintings
and sketches, made
during his various
expeditions, the book
provides a fascinating
insight into the wildlife
and people that live
within the Arctic Circle
and captures perfectly 
the majesty and
breathtaking beauty 
of the world’s 
final wilderness.

Search Press is the
leading art and craft publisher in the
UK, specialising in fine art, textiles,
general crafts and children’s crafts. 
For more information visit
www.searchpress.com

PaintersOnline, 
the online home 
of Leisure Painter
and The Artist, 
has teamed up 
with Search Press
to offer you the
chance to win 
one of five copies 
of Arctic Light by
David Bellamy
worth £25(rrp)
each.

PAINTERSONLINE
and Search Press Competition

ENTER NOW
To win one of five copies of 

Arctic Light by David Bellamy
worth £25(rrp) each from 

Search Press please visit:

www.painters-online.co.uk
the online home of

and  
magazines, and click on the links 

to competitions. Closing date 
for entries is September 1, 2017. 

Winners will be selected at 
random from all online entries.

When completing your details please 
make sure you opt in to receive our 

great regular email newsletters so that 
we can keep you up to date with what’s 

new at PaintersOnline, including the 
latest features, images in the galleries, 

new competitions and other great offers.
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AVAILABLE NOW

at pocketmags.com/theartist
from just £2.99 each issue

The Artist digital edition gives you instant access
and our mobile friendly app makes it easy to read

on your tablet or smartphone 

Try a new reading
experience

THE PR AC TIC AL MAGAZINE FOR AR TISTS BY AR TISTS –  S INCE 1931

PLUS!

BE INSPIRED by John Singer
Sargent’s watercolours at
Dulwich Picture Gallery

Paint
like a
pro 

Summer’s here! Paint en plein air
 Try using your iPad or

smartphone for creative results
 Paint beach scenes in

watercolour

artist
www.painters-online.co.uk Summer issue 2017 £4.20

PACKED WITH INSPIRATION FOR WATERCOLOURS, ACRYLICS, OILS & MORE!

with
Eileen Cooper
OBE RA

WATERCOLOUR
LANDSCAPES
Top tips on using bright
and neutral colours for
mood and depth

PORTRAITS 
IN OILS
How to achieve a
likeness and a strong
composition

CAPTURE
MOVEMENT
Use bold brushwork to
create impressions of
animals in motion
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Adebanji Alade advises ‘fostering relationships with
artists who are at the top of their game’ if you want to
improve your work and chances of success

Move with the right
kind of people!

B
irds of a feather flock together,
as the saying goes. What I am
trying to drive home here is
simply that whoever you move

with will surely help or hinder your art
progress. If you discover people who
are doing exactly what you want to do
and are achieving what you would like
to achieve, these people could be the
right catalyst for your art career!
We artists generally tend to love

being on our own in the studio/creative
space where we churn out our stuff.
Once in a while we might exhibit
somewhere but we never really get to
mix with people who can help us move
to the next level. What we really need
to do is foster relationships with
people who are at the top of their game
and who we would love to be like. ‘But
where do I find them and how do I
approach them?’ I hear you say. My
answer to this question is simply to
contact them – the world is now smaller
than you think. Social media and
websites have really helped with this.
Don’t waste another minute, if they’ve
got a website, send them an email –
ask exactly what you need to know and
how they can help you move forward.
Plan your questions and make sure you
sound serious and enthusiastic. You
might not get a reply immediately but
an honest enquirer is hardly ever
turned down. The help you receive
could save you years of experimenting.  

Join a group
There are many other places where you
can meet the right people. Go to
exhibitions of artists whose work you
really love, and don’t be shy about
approaching the artist and asking
questions. Sometimes they may know
of other artists who can help if they
cannot. Or they might know of relevant
art groups – these are valuable to
creative people.
There are many art groups on social

media; search for ones that specialise
in the kind of art you love and that
you’d like to see yourself producing.
You’ll be surprised at how many groups
and societies exist; many are very high
achieving and they are also affordable
or totally free. Find groups where the
works of the members inspire you to
work harder on your weaknesses. Ask
them how their membership works and
if you can post your works on their page
or site. You have to keep on asking and
be ready to find out exactly what you
need to know, don’t settle for less.
Information is powerful: if you find the
right people, mix with them and paint
with them, they can challenge you and
your ability so much that it will help
you overcome obstacles that would
otherwise be insurmountable if you
were working in solitude. Do, though,
make sure you don’t join a group where
the ability level is below yours – you’ll
never improve. 

Adebanji Alade
studied fine art in Nigeria and has a

diploma in portraiture from Heatherley’s
School of Fine Art, where he teaches in
the Open Studio. He has exhibited

widely and won many awards. Adebanji
is a member of the Royal Institute of Oil
Painters and a council member of the

Chelsea Art Society; he tutors
workshops and gives demonstrations
for art societies and also offers private

coaching. For more details see
www.adebanjialade.co.uk;

www.adebanjialade.blogspot.com;
www.sketchinspiration.com

The value of contacts
At the beginning of my art career I
tried hard to get a gallery but it just
didn’t work out. Then one day some
years ago I was in Bath, painting with
someone I hardly knew; we got talking
and discussed many topics, during
which the issue of galleries came up.
He asked me if I was represented by a
gallery; I told him I wasn’t and he
simply said, ‘Would you want one
now?’ I said ‘Yes!’ He picked up his
phone, made a call to the gallery
owner and bingo – I got my first
gallery. I can’t tell you how much that
single painting buddy helped me earn
in sales, just by recommending me. 
I have seen artists move up the

ladder really quickly because they
received tuition from the right artists,
or were mentored by the right artist.
This is so important, possibly more so
than any kind of art education. 
All you need to do after reading this

article is identify a few artists or art
groups you admire. Discover
everything about them, including how
to contact them, and make sure your
enquiries are targeted to gaining
access to their activities, whether
these are meet-ups or just simple
paint or sketching days out. Be ready
to learn and be ready to move with the
right kind of people – they’ll take you
places you’ll never be able to reach on
your own. TA

Moving with
the right kind
of people will
introduce you
to new
challenges,
help you to
improve your
work and,
ultimately, to
progress your
career
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N O R F O L K
P A I N T I N G
S C H O O L

E: Jane@norfolkpaintingschool.com T: 01485 528588 W: norfolkpaintingschool.com

Inspiring and instructing oil painters since 2007
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stretched to perfection

It’s the ultimate surface,  
expertly stretched by hand.  
Primed with highly pigmented  
Gesso and beautifully responsive  
to every brushstroke. And our unique  
new Winsor & Newton pro-stretcher™  
creates precision tension that you can  
control. No other surface comes close.

winsornewton.com
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